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PADUCAH. KY.. THURSDAY EVENING. AUGUST I 1907.
HOLY WAR FEARED
BY FOREIGNERS
Native Uprising in Morocco
Causes Many to Flee.





• Tangier, Aug. I.-Outbreak of a
holy wae-With the massacre of all
Europeans in Morocco is 'threatened,
and British and American steamships
are taking away many foreigners to-
day. Twenty thousand muslielleen are
encamped about Casadonia Blanca
and an attack on the town is likely
at any moment. While the French
forees in Morocro are.sulicient tet
prevent a general, massitent through-
out the country, grave fear is felt
for Europeans 'in T./note localities.
French Cruiser Arriveg.
.Tangier, Aug. 1.-The Frencit
cruiser (lane has arrived at Casa-..
dente to protect 'European!' in danger
from the uprising natives', who
tbreatep bait war to drive out all
foreigners. 'Notice was served on the
pasha that he must protect Euro-
peans trader penult-T. of losing hes





Toulon, France, Aug. 1.-Two
crueler' were ordered to sail this
afternoon for Morocco to assist in
putting down the rebellious tribes at
Citeadonia and prevent further out-
breaks against Europeans.
He Is Sane and Insane,
New York. Aug 1.-John Arm-
strong Chanter, the former husband
ol Amelia Rives. must take the
chance of again, being sent Ito an asy-
lum for the Insane, If he comes to
New York next Octotter- to preementes
a legal action now pending. Chanter
Is a 'titlark In the state_uf. New York
under a commitment of the stipreme
court and at the same time is a seine
man under the rellag of the courts
of terginia.
Thomas TfTrilierman sometime ago
was appointed a committee of Chan-
ler's person and as such has control
of Chanter's big estate. In the trial
eet for October Chanter will seek to
have his property restored to his
keeping.
Fairbanks Goes To Lincoln.
Boston Aug. 1.- Charles W. Fair-
telerlrt. vice-president of the Ainited
Statee, who has been In Boston the
past- few. .eisiers, attending the old
home -week celebration and also the
Fairbanks' family reunion at Ded-
ham, of which family association he
is president, departed late today for
Chicago, en route for Lincoln. Neb.,
where he is Mauled to Weak Frittey
night. He will return slater to pass
most orthe summer with his family
at Danvers.
,Oliver Hoyt Killed.
News reached the city today of tee
death of Oliver Hoyt, who operated a
candy 'kitchen at Fourth street and
Broadway years before Ogilvie's
store building was erected. Hee had
been away from Paducah many years.
No details of his death were received
'more than that he was killed en the
-St. Louis Iron Mountain railroad
-- -yards; where he watt employed- as a
car inspeetor.
"SMOKEY" WOODS SOOTS
FRIEND AT CRAP GAME
Charlie Woods, colored, IR years
old, is a fugitive charged, with- shoot-
ing Tom Randolph, colored, in the
beiek and kepi flee theta at Mayfield
yesterday about 'dusk. Woods • is
known as-Brother" Woods, also as
"Smoke).' He is alleged to have
quarreled with Randolph over a
crap game, and pumped flee Ioade of
_No. 7 buckshot from a Winchester
gall. into the fleeing form. Ran-
dolph is said-not to be fatally wound-
ed. Policemen suspect that the fugi-
tive is in Paducah, as his mother
lives here.
• Abolition of Contraband,
. The Hague, Aug. 1.-e- Ths Beitish
propositicn for the abolition of eon-
traband was adopted in committee
today by 26 votes-to 6. The repre-
sentatives of the United States, Ger-
many, Prance, Russia and Montenee_
gro expressed themselves as opposed
to the measeere, and Japan, Spain
Panama. Greece andeReemania ab-
stained from voteug Uwe. were else
ten absentees,
Queen Decoriltee Carnegie,
The'lliague. Aug. 1.---Queen WielTneaday. it is a difficult job to fig-,
helmet* has conferred upon Andrew
l ure'
 and takes time for the eontra
Carnegie the larder Of Orange Nstesltorg to react the total of the 'le-
ft! it , or. 'for the 0111-r,, t
WEATHER 10'011E,CAST,
Fiikatt.).
Fair tonight and Friday. Moderate-
ly temperate. Highest yesterday, $O.
Lowest today, 07.
KILLS W.AITER.
Chicago, Aug. I.- Coet.•110
Guieephe, a waiter in a fa...Wolin-
. Ede tangly hotel, WAN MIKA and
killed by (neer Hail in a run-
ning fight thie morning. Gui-
eephe was Iii..411itrie•fi /I 1141 11,
ith a revolver, declar-
ing he si 'hi kill the nead wet-
ter. Die officer _appeared and
tinieephe fired twit* at hint
for.. he it as killed. -
--
TRIM es. FMK.
St. Petereburg. tug. 1.-,
Troops in quelling a riot at Lodz
today fired on the,inehe wound-
ing 30 persons.
THAW'S COUNSEL.
. New York, Aug. 1.-Martin
Littleton, former borough' preee
dent of Brooklyn, has been se-
lected as chief counael for Harry
Thaw in his next trial for killing
Stanford White,
WEE BABY. .
New York, Aug. n.-Twelve
ounces is the weight of a baby
girl born to Mrs. William Than-
es*, of Farmingdale. Mrs.
Matlack has another daughter.
Vivo was of normal Ow when




must end in Cuba. This is the
decree of Governor elagoon and
he has given instructions to the
police to put an Intl to the cus-
tom. Challengers are to he ar-
rested and the chief VI as (44141 t




dent 11.:dmund It. Wat•on, of the
Northern National bank, was bl-
atantly killed while ewiniming
a pool of the tedlumitia club, one
of the city's prominent social or-
ganbuitions. At pollee headquar-
ters (lie.... is an unconfirmed ru-
mor tied he committed suicide.
WON STRIKE:
'Duluth, Aug. Le-Governor
Johnson has been asked to send
troops int.. the iron mining dim-
etriet. Today is regarded as the
critical day in the strike on the
Meitabat range, The governor bfis
meat three confidential repreeen-
tateres to investigate the situa-
tion. Re wilt not send troops
until he hears their report. Ef-
forts will he made to operate the
mines with nosieunion
GRATN MARKET.
Cincinnati, Aug. 1.- Wheat,
, 91; corn, 57; oats, 4*--1-2.
'IA eiES EX(' HA NGE- 
Petersburg, Ind., AMC- 1- 
The Cumberland Telephone com-
psny closes It.. exchange today
rather than' pay the city $500
and 2 per cent, of the grows
earnings for a renewal of a 20
year french ifie.
MANY KILLED.
Lodz, Poland, Aug. 1.-Thir-
ty are dead and many seriously
Injured through fighting be-
tween the troops and mobs.
This recorel PO far is the Wiest
attempt to inaugurate a general
labor war here.
Fart of liteeeslyn Not Statiefled.
. _London, Aug, 1-The earl of Rosa-
lyn announces that he has instructed
his attorneys to appeal against the
decision of divorce granted his wife
by the Scottish court. The ground of
the appeal is-not stated. The countess
of Roeslyn Was formeely Miss Anna
Robinson, of Minneapolis.. She ob-
tained her decree in Edinburgh, July
;tr.
Bids leer New Tannery.
Bids will be in Menday - for the
new tannely to be erected in ...Me-
chanicsburg by the Paducah' Tannere
eotupany, and it Is thottght the .enc-




If He Will Return and Testily
In Powers Case,
 wealth's Attorney at George-
town alakes Statement Pub-
lic. Today,
raorni.i.: Re:SULTS IN MURDER.
Geergetown, Ky., Aug. 1.-Com-
monwealth's Attorney Franklin has
offered former Governor Taylor im-
munity from arrest for alleged com-
plicity In the Goebel murder, if he
will come here and testify for Caleb
Powers. Governor Taylor has been
a fugitive in Indiana since the Goe-
bel murder.
RENEW OLD TROUBLE
AND ONE IS KILLED
Hopkinsyllie, Ky., Aug. 1.-(13pe-
cia.i----James Dunning, a planter,
shot" and killed Epkraim Alsbrook,
also a pfenter, near Crofton last ev-
ening. An old trouble was renewed
when the men met on the road. Dun- 4
rents claims he was attacked with a
eythe and fered the shot in self-de-
fense. Dunning was on a mule at tS ,














D•yae "Gee. I ,hought that Teddy wasn't going to run:"
-Sairth000rnew in kti n
leased on bond of $500. Fisherman Enraged Because He Lost
PATENT ON BUGGY BRACE Catfish, Threatens to Shoot Engineer
GRANTED MR. HOAGLAND
-- A patent hate been granted Me
Monroe Hoagland, superintendent of
the Hardy etuggy company on a vebli!
cle seat brace. Mr. Hoagland is it
I buggy maker-and hit upon
the idea of the brace some time ago
and tieing in it possibilities, affPlied
it to buggies turned out in the Hardy




Several Paducabans and their fam-
ilies enjoyed" with residents of the
Contord school nouse neighborhood,
an old-fashion picnic dinner yester-
day. Everything eaten was taken
from Paducah, cooked en the-ground
and served in picnic stele. Of those
who went from Paducah are L. D.
Potter, the Rev. T. B. Rouse: Ben
Thomas, Duke .Williams, Jesse San-
derson and J. J. Sanderson, Among
those who attended from rural dis-
tricts are E. Futrell, J. T. Potter,
William lowland, better known aui
"Catfish" Rowland. was fined f201
and come in the police ceurt this
morning for flourishing a gun at R.
L. Mann, engineer on the tug "Brow-
nie", of the West Kentucky Coal corn-
large catfleh when the "Brown,
passed. Waves from the tug swamp-
ed the skiff, and caused Rowland to
lose his fish. In a tit of .anger the
fisherman procured a shotgun and
when the tug swung into the barges
at the foot of Jefferson street, he
Date' lieeL He threatened te shoot riled the seglueser out. Boweind -444
the engineer because the tug was re- not atttmpt to use the gun after
sponsible, he thought, for the loss of ,Mann had talked to him and ex-
a seheveibel" cateesee Rerwtatick, had iplalned that the accident was due to
his skiff moored at the. foot of Jet- his own carelessness and not to the
lesson street, and was lifting up a boat.
_
"Tallow Dick" Combs, Witness
For Powers, Killed at Georgetown
Georgetown. Ks., August 1--(Spe- a treetle, when an engine came up.
--"Tallow Dick" Combs, cue Combs treed to Jump, but was not
ore& Whcl, Wharton Golden swore In quick enough. His companion es.
the trials of Youteey and Powers, raped.- Go:den testified that Powers
was in Frankfort for the purpose of brote r told him Combs and Mason
killing Goebet when the tat- Hockeinitle who were in Frankfort,
ter was murdered, was killed last were there to kill Goebel. At the
night by - a train, while walking a
trestle. Combs, who, was a barber In
Beattyville, came to Georgetown this
triehof Jim Howard,--Combs contra-
dicted Golden's testimony.' He took
part in the French-Evervole feud and
week to testify in the Powers case, was an important witness,for the
He and ft colored lam were walking fense in th., powers ease.
PRINTERS' NEW SCALE - 1AUnITORIUM PLANS
Dr. R. C. Gore and Irvin Potter.
There were about fifty young people
SIGNED BY PAPERS 'ARE READY FOR BIDS-
STRANGERS ARRESTED
BY CAIRO, ILL., POLICE
Four suspicious looking strangers
last week were given hours to leave
the city, by Chief of Pollee James_
Collins. They left and when heard
from again were under arrest in
Cairo. They had in their possession
shoes and trousers thought to have
been stolen. One or two pairs of
trousers and shoes were sold by
them before they were arrested. No
store had been robbed at Cairo and
Chief of Police Egan, of that city.
has written Chief Collins to know if
any Paducah store had been robbed.
The men grve their names as Daniel
McGowan, John Wagner, William
Barnett and James Murray, but re-
fused to tell where they were from.
SECRETARY TAFT MAY
COME TO KENTUCKY
Washington, Aug. 'I - Advices
from Secretary Taft at Murray Bay.
Canada, indicate that he has made
several changes in the itinerary of
his transcontinental trip to Seattle,
On his way„to the Philippines-, early
in September.
According to plants at present he
will arrive in Washington on August
12 and dispose of all public business
eequiving his attention so as to be
able to leave this city on the 18th
epd keep an engagement to addriees
the Republican clubs at Columbus,
0., On the evening of the 19th He
Is considering an invitation to make
an address in Kentucky, preferably
, uleville. August 22, and Mob-
ably wili_do ao, -but that IS not yet
sett led.
Three Year Contract is En-
tered Into With the Typo-
graphical Union.
The local newspaper and job offices
today signed up new wage scales
with the Typographical union ,for a
period of three years. The wages
for foremen on day work was in-
creased from $15 to $18, and night
work from $15 to '$20, and on day
linotype operators from $14 to $16
and night operators from $16 to $18,1
The hand compositors' scale was In-
creased from $111 to $14217--fne em-el
ployers agree, too, to inerease each of
these scales a Nat $1 next year; atid
that rate will obtain for the -two
Yearii sqcceeding. The local pApers
have been employing union strinters
since 1900. The scale at that time
was $10 a week for a ten-hour day.
while today the printers work eight
hours. This is an advance in wages
of 6'it per cent, and a. reduction in
hours of 20 per cent. There has
never been at any time any differ-
ences between the newspapers and
their employes. and this is th$ first
increase in the scale in three years.
.0
S. es Train With Pitchfork.
Owoaso, Mich., Aug. 1.-John De-
bt-awe an escaped patient from the
Pontiac asylum, today held up . a
train with a pitchfork. The engineer
stopped to avoid running Mtn down.
Debraw thought he owned the retie
road and had a right to stop Abe
train,
Something About Interior Ar-
rangement of Big Structure
at Tenth ayl Broadway.
Blue prints for the skating- rink
an auditorium at Tenth street and
Broadway, were completed today by
Architect 0: D. Schmidt,- and
have been giver) to contractors, and
bids are expected to be In by Wed-
nesday. The rink proper will be 60x
203 feet, and on each side there will
41/0 8 ate for 400, making the Heatingteap 
city lee-, A partition encloses
$e HOE' from the lobby, which is
arge enough for 3041 people, and
there" cent'eltriiient stands and other,
amusement provisions will be ar-
ranged, On the lower floor will he
the men's smoking room, and on the
second floor the women's *tilting
room, which will be absolutely priv-
ate. Paper for correspondence and
everything for one's convenience
will be found


















Boiler Gets Lots and Three
Lives Are Sacritic,ed --His-
aellri EXplOftittit Erin More
Disastrou.s.
TWO MORE ARE FATALLY HURT
,rolumbia, 0., Aug. 1.-Three rail-
road men lost their lives by the
blowing up of the locomotive on a
freight train op the Pennsylvania
near Urbana this morning. Low water
In the boiler is assigned as the cause
of the accident.
Five .ere Killed.
Brec.kenridge. Mo., Aug 1 -Ex-
plosion of the boiler of a Burlington
locomotive drwaing a freight train
near bete last night resulted in the
death of dire. men and the fatal In-
juring of two others and seriously ins
Jurinica tramp stealing a eider- The
explosion derailed four cars and com-
pletely wrecked the engine
COAT OF WHITEWASH FOR
FIFTEEN PASSENGERS.
New York, Aug. 1 -Fifteen pas-
sengers,'generally well dressed, were
whitewashed last night while riding
through the Fourth-aventie tunnel in
an ppen car.
Whitewashers of the tunn . roof
and walls are using a pneumatic
spraying eestem, and as the ear in
question came along sometteng went
wrong and the spray was directed to-
ward It. The motormen. arcordingio
the passengers, stupid1y. stepped his
ear. He was drenc.hed. Th41 be start-
‘ilAVOC WROUGHT
BY WIND AND HAIL
Parts of McCracken and Bal-
lard Are Visited,
Two Tobacco Barns Go Mein in New-
ton Creek Neigliberhood Be-
fore Terrific Rios.
CROPS .iND TREES SUFFERED.
Woodville, Ky., Aug. 1. (Special.)--
-Wind and hail played havoc wifit
(-tops and trees in this section and
destroyed 'partly two tobacco barns
sherds after dark last night. Frank
Simmons. a half mile above Newton's
creek, lost his barn, and T. W, '.f-
ford's barn was unroofed and twist-
ed. Numerous trees fell in that.
section. The hall did considerable
damage throughout the westeeh Mc-
('racken and part of Ballard county
but in the section visited by the
storm, it was terrific and ,tobacco
and, especially corn, were chopped
(torn by the pelting drop& Tells
phone wires are down in the New-
ton creek neighborhood
%VIII Hay,' Hearing Saturday.
Ma) field, Ky., Aug I I SPVC 1 I
-Mary Roland, colored, who • shot
and killed her husband John Roland,
night - before last w111 'have ler ex-
amining trial Seturday before the
county Judge. She is in jail charged
a ith murder.
Just Learns of Father's Death.
Benton. Ky., Aug Le-siSpeciall--
.kfter traveling more than a thousand
miles to see her aged father, of whose
serious illness she had been informed.
Mrs. R. P. Quarles, of Idaho, arrived
in Benton today and learned that her
fathef, Mr. John H. Strow, was a
ready dead and buried. The ,messait.
telling of his death had passed her on
the road.
The Rev. J W. Hudspeth has
closed a successful revival at the
Christian churele at Oak Level.
Little Cypress.; Wedding.
Little Cypress, Aug. 1 -- (Special/
-Miss Drusie Flearfled and Mr.
Henry .Bulinols, prominent young
people this section. were married
last evening at the home of the bride
by the Rev. F. Rudolph. A large num-
ber of 14....44-were--peesent-an4 the
couple rezeived many hgudsome pres-
ents The bride is a popular' young
woman, and the groom Is a SU CA*11P-.
ful fernier. They will reside here.
Mill Man Hurt.
Sharp, Ky-. Aug. 1. iSpecial.)-
Isaac Johnson, the mill man, alto
fell -backwards off a flat car, while
loading logs Monday, is in a serioue
essteletion and Dr. B. 43. ferHeth, et
Paducah, has been summoned to at-
tend him 'Mr. Johnson is complain-
ing Of his head, as the result of the
fall.
Mr. S. B. King lost a valuable mare
by colic last night.,
COL. A. M. HUGHES' SON
PLACED UNDER ARREST
Nashville, Aug 1-- Neil Ns .
Hughes, senior clerk atethe  Columlea
post office, and son of Ex-Pristenaster
As M. Hughes, has been weremed by
government inspectors, (Merged with
rIbbie the mails. The arrest was
result of-a- deetsy---letter. I eget es
waived exaniination and gave bond.
The arrest Was the culmination of a
number of alleged Petty robberies at
the Columbia post office of amounts
ranging from one to ten dollars and
of maws. Hughes refused to talk.
Korean Troops Disbanded,
Reouk_Aug. I --An ordialteep dis-
banding the Korean- troops less pia.
tulligited yestr., '
Chief. Wants Patrol Boxes,
rhief bf Police James Collins will
recommend- to the the instal-
lation of a patrol box system:* to be
used by patrolmen in reporting
hourly to headquarters. Durnee the
night when stores are closed patrol-
men have to walk many squares
eometimee to get a telephone and
report.
French Shoemaker.. Win.
Raton-L'etape, France, Aug. 1.--
The strike of the local shoemakers
for better wages came to an end to-
day nith a victory for the men. They 
obtain the desired increasefl recog-
nition of the union and the rein-
etateinent of all the men who were
d Ineh raged.
it slowly began to move there was am
pie tinie to drench every one of the
passengers.
The angry passengers declared




, TO BIRTHDAY DINNER
Patrolmen Aaron Hurley and Hen-
ugery, of the "depot beat." re-
ceived an invitation to a social tulle-
tion to be given August 9 by Robert
Crider, coloted, who will on that day
be 89' years old. Crider will cele-
brate the day with- a big dinner and
among those invited are many color-
ed ministers and the two policemen.
Each person who attends is asked to
bring with him a chair; Its Crider
it not in a position to furnish seats
for all on the ground.
Young Grave* Is Fined.
Herbert Grave.; was fined $1'6 and
costs and B. Anderson $5 apd costs
by Megistrete C, W. Emery yesterday
aftertitioll for lifting Frank Welt-
lee In the head with ,aiseum. shot.
'Ty were arrested wfille Rang to
itown by Deputy Sheriff Gus Rogers
iand Turnkey Hurray Howie. Thomp-
I
eon was- acquitted. The assault 'was
'made two nights ago tie St. Johns.
•
ti.& 0. Fireitutn Killed.
Cairo, HI., Aug. Fireman Ed-
ward Williams, of .Jackson, Tenn ,
was Instantly killed, Engineer Wilde.
also of Jackson, was Lesley ' jure&
and many passengers Were snare
hurt, at 1:31) o'clock this after'
at Whitehouite, S water station
tween MITI Creek and Jonesboro.e
Mobile and Ohio fast messenger •
No. 1 turned over on a sharp
while running at a fast rate of speed
The engine. No. :107, turned eon
pletely over, followed by the tender
the express, baggage and mall cars,
and all the coaches following except
the !sleeper and dining cars.
Eleven-Year-Old 'Hero.
Portland. Ore., Aug. f.--Eleven-
year-old Richard Conley ma'de his
wdy into a burning hcrtate last even-
ing and rescued a babe of a few
months after. Mrs. Thomas Ryan, the
mother, _of the infant. wa _ fatally
burned and her It Year-old boy ,
eprned to death. The Ryan hone
was destroyed.
Mrs. Ryan in lighting a tire in the
kitchen stove slanged an sieletelen
which threw burning oil over ' the




DO YOU FEEL LAZY?[-
There is new life in
VITAL VIM
Don't give up! Wake up! There is no remedy so good as
VITAL VIM. Tones the system, cleanses the blood,
puts you in condition to resist Malaria. Don't take our
word for it. Try it for yourself. Get a bottle to-day.
Fifty cents, at all druggists.
The Edwards Chemical Co.
337 Broadway
ht.w York
Fourth and BroaduaY.Gilbert's Drug Store,
,-• -4:001441ER11 V PIES. ,
From Same Hush at Wedding and
Golden Annicenuiry.
Quincy, Aug. Ls-Fifty years
pgo. when George W. Wetzel, of Bar-
dolph, sat down with his bride to
their weddinteday dinner gooseberry
pie was on the homely bill of fare. A
nal° thing to be remembered for so
long? Maybe; but they did not for-
get. And when, after the lapse of a
half century of life together on the
home farm, they kept their golden
edding anniversary this week, with
their children and their children's
children about them, there again was
gooseberry pie.
And what's more, the bush that
furnished the berries for the wedding
away back yonder in the summer of
'57, was-the as re bush that yielded
the fruit for the golden jubilee.
Through the crowding of events of
50 years the old bush has kept ita
post steadfastly, uaiwithered by age,
standing today as strong and rugged
as in the days of ite!tirst youth.
The vigor of robust life seems to
belong to the home place. Wetzel is
76, hip wife Is 70, and of their six
children all are tiling.
Sewer Trench Coves In.
Sewer excavations for sewer dis-
trict,,No. 2, have suffered from the
rain of this week, although no seri-
oua damage has been done, and the
work is dCayed little. On North
Twelfth street the excavations caved
in at a Loather of places, but no
workmen were caught, and the dirt
was shoveled out, and new braces
put in. An aller between Harrison




- Undertakers and Embalmers

















It is clean; it is cool;
_it is. pleasant. Don't  
put it off;  try it now.
The Paducah Light








Chicago $ S I
Brooklyn 1 4 0
Batteries-, Reulbach and Kling:
Rucker and Ritter.
R H Z
St. Louis 3 11 4
New York 4 8 1
Batteries- heebe and Noonan;
Wiltse, Bresnahas and Bowtrman.
Secoud game:
R H
St. Louis 3 6 3




Pi tsbu rg    7 9 3
Boston  4 8 2
Batteries- Willis and Gibson;




BostorLs   1 6 3







Washington    0 4 2
Chicago  3 6 0
Batteries- Ghering and Warner:
Valsh and ,Harts
R H -E
Boston 2 S 4
Cleveland   4 9 1
_ .11a1ter1es--Taogeh1lL Pruitt, Win.-
ter and Shane: JOSS and Clarke. .
RUE
New York  2 3
Detroit   1 3 0
Batteries- Newton and fhornas;
Mellin and ,Payne,
R H E
Philadelphia  1:1 2
St. L)u.s 7 14 2
Batteries--Dygert, Bartley, Plank
and Schreck; Howell, Dineen and
Spencer.
Queer Smokes.
"Tobarco," said a tobacconist, "is
but one of many herbs that are
smoked. In the orient, for instance,
citing or cannabis, a drug that gives
one the desire to caress people's feet,
goes into loads of pipes.
"Some savages smoke the leaves of
the wildspotato and the wild tomato.
These bitter leaves are narcotic. They
throw you into a pleasant stupor.
Pursued in, though, they bring on in-
sanity
"Some of the Swiss guides smoke
'mountain tobacco, a weed that
grows only at great heights. This
stuff produces an intoxication akin to
alcohol's. Our Indians, when hard
up, smoke holly and sumach leaves,
and the silvery leaves of 'Indian ni-
bacco,' which every boy has chewed."
"How's the Weather out your
ware"-
"We Are sleeping under-"
"Don't spring that old blanket
yarn on me!"
"Under difficulties, my boy."-
lAmisville Courier-Journal.
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
Is the Result of Prolonged Study and
Deep Research.
Marconi-the wireless wizard-
did not stumble accidentally upon
lthe principles of his marvelous in-
vention.
It was only by deep and prolonged
study of the cause of certain known
phenomena In nature that he was
able to produce the startling effect:
Many peOple, in speaking of Hair
Restorers, have a way of bunching
them altogether without discrimina-
tion.
Herpiefde is as different from oth-
er so-called '''fAir restorers" and
"remedies" ..as day is from night.
It Is a scientific preparation' pre-
pared for the sole purpose of de-
stroying the scalp microbe that causes
dandruff and falling hair.
-Sold- -by -.1eadituV-41-ruggissta,_.-T
sizes, 50c and $1.00. Send lee. in
stamps for sample to The Herptcide







only packet in service, tied-to the
wharf this morning, but towboats
were loading stores, and coaling, and
business was good for the merchants.
The Castalia coaled today and left
this morning for the Teanessee river
for a row of ties.
The Lyda- was moved from the
wharfboat'this morning and moored
below the dry docks. She is waiting
tb be Inspected.
The Russell Lord arrived today
from the Tennessee river, and after
coaling and taking on stores left for
-the river again.
The John S. Hopkins was in on
time today from Evansville today
from Evansville,
The Georgia`Lee arrived today and
left at once for Cincinnati.
Cooley & Hagan's showboat 'Won-
derland" came In this Morning, and
Will show tonight. The boat is totted
by the Vernie Mac, formerly used on
the -Mississippi river in the rafting
business, and makes good time with
her tow.
Blue Spot left today for the Cum-
berland river after a tow of ties for
the Holcomb-Hayes Tie company.
The Brownie was ding harbor,
ay, for the West Kentucky
Coal company. The Fannie Wallace'
has gOne to the mines at Caseyville
and will return with a tow tonight,
or tomorrow morning.
The' Golden Rod was coaled this
morning and left /or the-Tennessee
river.
The Kentucky.. is due in this even-
ing from the Tennessee rivers and
wii: be here until Saturday.
The Heenter is Still doing harbor
work for the Ayer & Lord Tie com-
pany.
Mussel fishers were in hard Puck
during July, and they barely earned
the salt in ,their bread. This was due
to the high stage of the Mississippi
river, which has held the Ohio river
so there is little current, and at ./2p-
pa,where the mussel industry thrives.
the river has been as still as a pond.
The mussel fishers use flat bottomed
boats to fish from and at one end
they have a board down in the water
to catch the current and•carry the
boat alqng. This has been dubbed a
"mule',, but in the. ICH water the
"mule" balks. With this toeditios
little progress 'is made as it is neces-
sary fcir the hooks, that catch the
mussels to drag the bottom of ..ths
riler. Since the river Is *falling at
mint. irrtflifflitLitemv% -ti4s44astwose.4rmk4.;
g!nnina again, and the fishers are in











Prices I0c and 20c
JIMMY BRITT
DEFEATS NELSON I N I' SS Is NT Y.
}WU ND Boll.
Battling Nelson Had No Chance
Front Time First Blow
Was Struck
San Francisco, Aug. Jimmy
Britt defeated Battling Nelson in . a
terrific twenty-round fight here last
night. Nelson had little chance to
win, the first blow of the contect al-
most flooring him. He tried to force
the fighting but was always net by a
hard straight left or right to the jaw
and at the end wde staggering aroupd
the ring, all but out. There were no
clean knock downs in the contest.
A few minutes before 9 o'clock
the crowd outside the building where
the Nelson-Britt fight was held, had
grown in elate and temper to a mob.
when the thousands started to charge
the entrance with the evident inten-
tion of overwhelming the foot po-
lice and breaking into the hall, half
a dozen mounted blue coats charged
from several directions simultane-
ously and a score of persons wer
knocked down and trampled upon,
some of them falling under the
horses' feet. It is not known that an
one was' badly hurt. Both Britt and
Nelson weighed in at 6 o'clOck, each
making 133 easily. After weighing in
both ate a hearty meal.
At 9 o'cliack every seat In the rink
had been taken and close onto a
thousand people were standing up
The police ..stepped adnession to the
galleries before the first preliminary
and this -caused hard feeling among
the crowd outside. 
Thesize of the crowd in attend-
ance exceeds even the beat hopes of
the club management. The great out-
pouring -- -ring followers,-It Ts site-
gested, is partly accounted for by
the fact that this is the first top notch
fight pulled off in San Francisco prop-
er sitice the earthquake and judging
by the attitude of Mayor Taylor's
new board of supervisors, probably
will be the last professional fight that




Cairo  30.7 0.8 fall
Chattanooga  5.8 1.5 rise
Cincinnati  21.9 '4.7 fall
Evansville  14.2 0.1 rise
Florence  1.5 0.0 st'd
Johnsonville  3.3 0.0 erd
Louisville  8.4 0.3 rise
Mt Carmel  4.3 0.3 fall
Nashville!  7.8 0.4 fall
Pittsburg  6.3 2.5 rise
St. Louis  25.8 0.6 fail
Mt. Vernon-Missing,
Paducah  16.9 1.0 fall
August was welcomed in with a
fall of one ifoot by the river, This
morning the stage registered 16.9. 
Official Forecasts.
Weather clear and business moring The 
Ohio at Evansville and Mt.
fouy. The Dick pewter the-"-01 
will continue falling daring
the next 12 hours then rise for two
days. At paducah and Cairo, will con-
tinue falling during the next three
days, passing below 30 feet at Cairo
Th _trades .
The Tennessee from Florence to
below .ohnsonville, not much change
during the next 24 hours.
The Mississippi from below St.
Louis to Cairo, will continue falling,
slowly during the next two days.
Malaria Makes Pale Sickly Children.
The Old Standard GRO1141 TASTE-
LESS CHILL TONIC rives out ma-




Our 60c sale is the one shoe sale of the season. The sa% ing to
you is exactly 60c. We do not mark our shoes up and then deduct
60c. But one policy will alway dominate this business, and that is,
we do exactly as ,we say we do, no more, no less. We give you your
choice of any Woman's or,Man's Oxford in our store and save you
60c, which/timount is as much as any LEGITIMATE shoe retailer
could deduct from the selling price of his shoes and do an HONEST
business. We include in this- sale our Florsheim, W. L. Douglass,
American Gentleman and American Lady, Dorothy Dodd-riothing
but standard brands of shoes, the value of which you know full well.




All our Women's Patent, Gun Metal
and Vicl
All our Women's and Men's Patent, Vic'
and -Kid Oxfords 
All our Men's and Women's Patent Vic!
and Kid Oxforda 
Patent, Tan, Vici and Calf Men's and
. Women's Oxfords  . .....
















Joppa yesterday for the fisheries
along the river bank to load`the
month's work, and the barge will not
be tilled to overloading.
Joppa is quiet,' and each side of
the tie carriers' strike is determined
as ever to win out. The Blue Spot
came from Joppa this morning and
left for ties up Cumber:and river. All
the loaded barges are still in the
harbor, and not one has been un-
loaded.
Hammers were still on the dry
docks today, adn it is not decided
what boat will be out next.
.7ohn R. Cooper for forty years a
steward on the Evansville and Padu-
cah packet lines, died Wednesday
morning at 9 o'clock in Chicago.
Unr4.corded Accidents.
Here Is. a list of accidents, due to
the Fourth of July, that the pollee
words this morning don't silos!. The
figures are necessarily approximate,
-but their cOMpirative accuracy can
he vouched for. Two thousand four
hundred and seventy-one men cut
themselves while shaving when a
'particularly loud explosion occurred.
Almost as MAUS collar Studs dropped
from shaking hands and roiled untie!
bureau. Four thousand and three
waiters or waitresses, atarriled Di a
similar manner, dropped trays con-
taining various kinds of crockery and
cookery, and at least 22,000 cigars
grown people and children, 50c. 2
"It's an Ill Whad.-Ete.
Hicks-"It must be awful to I-
deaf."
licks-"Not If your wife asks as
many questions as mine."--Syracuse
Herald.
The-average man, is pretty good at
looking on the bright side of trouble.




` As soon as we paper your
house we take down the sign.
"four man 04e:ilea to you pays
one month's rent and moves in,
and why?
Simply because he likes our
.paper, its the kind that matches
the carpet, rugs, ete.
It's not too dark or too light
and he alwas likes to live in
homes well papered.
Right now is the time to have
your work done and we know
the kid people want.
And know how to pleak you,





'were dropped into the gutters and,hopelessly ruined. Also, 118 meer-
schaum pipes were broken and many
hundred briar pipes will require new
amber stems. Several hundred women
will arrive to have gauzy ,summer
dresses cleaned beeause they dropped
their trains just as they were cross-
ing muddy streets•as diabolical small
!boys chose the psychological moment
ito let off a string of firecrackers be-
%Hid them. "there it, many other
iv...Ade:As in this class, but every
family can add one or more to this
Incomplete list.--New York Tributfe.
The Evening San-10e. a week:
1
We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and
will guarantee then. af) represented. Call and see them,
THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY 
Livery and Boarding Bart
I N COP PORATED
Fourth Street and Iaat,ck Avenge.
Garden Hose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nodes
All 11 c• e Repairs




Both Phones 201 132 t.4. Fourth St.
325 Kentucky Avenue.
Look at the Stamp on
Bottled in Bond Whiskies
Very frequently the most inferior
goods depend on their sale by having
a green stamp on the neck of the
bottle. This counts for nothing with-




Is nine summers old. The gov-





you i4t1sh a 'tug '&1. Mat voont
Beei,eve you ea n. iind it 'tight
nopol (eetutJe c a'te making saeh
a- temiatation. a6e on Me (e.tys
have Mat they a9te saitin 'tight
out oi 441(mic foe (et
• leautilue 'tug saie 'light out
&Pt stole. .41.tOoJe foe (el a, 6eau-
tittle 'my saie 'tight into you't home
and s/371,ea4 itSeel out on Me leooll,?
Me whole- olamity ean Snjoy a n,ew
'tug. and now is the time to Buy
it. 'come and see the Ills we tete




Montgomery, Ma.. Aug. 1.--A spe-
cial to the Advertiser from Demopolis
says: The largest fish ever captured
in the state, one that tipped Vie beam
at 350 moulds. has been caught by
Jack Phillips,,a keeper of the Bigbee.
bridge, about four miles from the
city.
Mr. Phillips had been repeatedly
worried by some object obstructing
his set hooks and nets, and finally he
resolved to put a stop to this med-
dler In his sport. He secured apssge
iron hook and trace chain and baited
the hook with a large fish and fas-
tened the chain to a tree near the
bank. .
Wednesday morning Mr. _Phillips
visited his hook and erideavored to
pull the cahin and hook out of the
water but not an inch would it give.
He pulled repeatedly, without effect
Finally he summoned several negroes
to his assistance, but the result wag
the same. Ire was convinced thdt
some ebjeet out of the ordinary had
been hooked. He secured further as-
sistan -Is whose estnbined help man-
,A Breath From
the Woodland
What is more delightfully re-
freshingor more suggentive of
frestinees than the-true odor of
some -fragrant flower? Our Stock
of fine perfumes is a enurCe'of
real pleasure to any one wile ap-
preciates the refinement Whin
dainty perfurocr, Indicate. The








4th and Broadway -
Either Phone No. 77.
Agent foT original A Iligretti
Oandiee
:hg to tie hs ,i large
fresh-water shark. Rut the help he
Sad was not sufficient to draw the
sherk on the hank, despite the fact
that the shark did not make any at-
tempt to resist, doubtless being too
weak.
Hr. Phillips enlisted the aid or the
conductor and engineer. ofsa freight
train, Other chens were secured and
fastened to the engine and also to the
chain in the water. The signal was
then given for the engine to move
and the shark was slowly drawn out
3f the water.
News was sent to this ity and a
i namber of eitizenssvisited the scene,
I some carrying kodaks, others measur-
ingsoda. and, several a weighing ma-
chine.
The shark weighed exactls 33•1
pounds, and measured 8 feet 8 inches
This monster of the finny- tribe did
not survive long out of the water
and it was made necessmy to again
throw it back into theswater.
(broner Nita on Treasure Time
Dc Castro Giubb, coroner, held an
inquest at Liskeard Guildhall yester-
day on thirty-one gold coins. found
-buried in Trembraze farmyard- near
the town. The coroner stated that
no .similar Inquiry had been -held in
-Cornwall for at least I04) years.
If the jury. found that 'the colno!
were treasure trove, he said,- they
would be claimed by the Duchy of
Cornwall. who, no doubt, would deal
generoasly with the finder, as was
the practice of the crawn. James
Croker Govett, son of the owner of
.the farm, described how he found the
coins while cleaning the farmyard.
His mother's family, he said, had
owned the. farm for many years, .and
,he produced a document dated July
,113. 1745. relating to the finding of
i5-4•14 guineas- in the floor of -the bans
it)* John Croker and Dorothy, his wife
!Nis Volk, jeweler of Liskeard. said
itnany of the coins were rare. Eight
s were Pertugitests milreis dated 1652
to 1725. The remander were Eog-
lish, the most ancient being three
gold units, or 20 shilling piecea, of
.lames I and Charles I, while the rest
were guinea pieces dating from 1680
to 1725.
The jury. of whfch the mayer
(Alderman Bone) Vas foreman.
found that •the coins were treasure
trove, and the coroner handed them
,to the finder. Subsequenitly they
were claimed by Alexander Webster
eitewand of the Duchy • or Cornwall.
and the matter Will be laid before-the
i next meeting of the ,dury.-London
Standard;
-
1 „. .,,_ -
!I' Atte? retantg-a-trItirtt'oatri7Fiiikt.-
Vine testirtionials we wonder why pies
,pple evetedie.
---The /men ant wh.71 is "too busy
L
advertise", won't be very long:
illE PADUCAH IVENING SUM
PROSPERITY IS
KEEPING UP PACE
Editors of Trade Magazines
See No Cessation.
.sii Lines Receive toilers That Will
I.: steed ISentasials of Last
Vet‘r's Trade.
ST.VI'LMENTS FROM ALL SIDES.
New York, Aug. 1.--Prosperity is
here to stay. That is the verdict ,of
the editors of a. large number of
trade journals, each -of whom is an
expert in his line.
Because interest rates ere high and
because here and thre there has been
a slight let-up in the traMc pace of an
industry some pessimists have been
predicting a serious depression. The
trade authorities point out that the
scarcity ofmoney is an evidence of
the activity of business, which in-
teases the demand for money, Some existed on the part of manufactnrersindustries have been pushed beyond and buyers alike-a natural and reasonable gait, and a r
• I
.
s E. Fairchild.slight recession has merely brought
them back to a healthful pace. The 
(Editor of Apparel Gazette.)
Manufacturers and Jobbers intrade editors have put their opinions
in the form of signed etatements for
publication, tied following is the Kist
of these statements:
H. C. Wattien.
Ecleor of Dun's Review.)
All standards of measurement
agree -that there le no retrograde
Movement.- Eliminating the specula-
tive elenrea, as shown, by sales o
securities, bank exchanges at the
principal cities have surpassed last
year's, railway earnings have been
larger, bank failures have been fewer
and prises o fsommodities advanced
niore than. can be attributed to specu
lation. These tour yardsticks are
unanimous in showing that. n,p set-
back has yet occurred.
The very lack of_ money is Indlas-
!eatable r-vidence that business is
astive. There is little excuse for pes-
simism, especially as frequent reiter-
ation of calamitous predictions hive
thus far failed to unsettle confidence.
The monetary problem will gradually
solve itself, and there is no other ,the amount of purchaees of previous
serious feature. Natural resources °f i ssile:His.
this eortry are insigniffeantly devel-
oped. as compared with those of the
older nations, and the future holds
satisfactory as during this yeats The
outlook Jo for contigued inwevement
For the first time in more than 20
years the is an increase in the num-
ber of book-seller
H . Schnell. •••
(Editor S Paint and Drug Re-
- Porter.)
nditions during the current year
the drug, chemical and oil trade,
covered by the Oil. Paint and Drug
-Reporter, have in .many !matinees
proved of unusual interest and occa-
sionalle have .led to remarkable re-
sults: Businessais a ahole,has been
exceptionally good, aird at a conserva-
tive estimate from 15 to 25 per cent
better than during the corresponding
period of 1906.
Robert J. Patterson.
(Associate Editor American Hatter-)
The mere Statement that the trade
generally is prosperous is indeed a
trite one; the,. fact is. today there are
no indications or any let up in the de-
mand, and merchandise being manu-
factured by the factories in all sec-
tions is immediately entering into
consumption,
J. H. Peinwr.
(Editor the House Furnishing Re-
view.)
On the whole the condition of the
house furnishing goods trade is high-
ly satisfactory, aith little or nothing
on the horizon to disturbstbe feeling
of confidence which has for SO- ionc
men's furnishing goods have had a
most aueceesful fall and winter sea-
son, and with -some lines the gelling
period is lengthened now by the
transaction of incoming buyers.
F. INtrtlygos
(Editor Carpet and Upholsterers'
Trade Review.) '
The 'outlook for the fall trade sts
far as the special conditions of the
carpet and upholsterers' trade are
considered are favorable.- Collections
are reported on all hands, as excel-
lent, with little or no complaint what-
ever on that wore.
E. C. Mayer,
(Mitre` American Pottery Gazette.)
In the china and glass trades there
are no signs to indicate anything but
marked prosperity for the near future
The potter-lege! East Liverpool. Tren
ton and Wheeling, as well as the
glass manufacturers of Pittsburg and
other _points, all report well-filled
order hooks -and add that buyers in
most instances genereualy exceeded
J. C. Clsaae.
(Editor of Motor.)
Although it has already assumed
far greater resords In store for the tremendous proportions, the motor
United States than have been attained car manufacturing industry has as
in any of the phenomenally prosper-
ous years of the recent past.
Robert H. Mc('ready,
Managing Editor Fabrics, Fancy
Goods and Notions.)
The motion market is in musk 'shape
that every other question is subsi-
diary to getting the goods. That this
condition will become more acute ax
the season -advances is practically a
certainty. Cost of raw materials is
no longer the paramount issue: the
Idilliculty is to get tthe goods made upThere Is no surplus stack- anywhere
in sight, the mills are. far behind on
orders, deliveries are being made in
sufficient quantities for immediate
needs only, and the prospect of an;
surrn eeP in rs
have increased their manufacturing
capacity by adding new looms and the
of goods as obtaining weavers capa-
ble sf turning out the right kind of
fabric., Selling agents and commis-
sion merchants in Green setreet. the
e
great problem is not so much the sale
harveste , 
New  York silk market. aittostt in-
variably say they could sell ten yards
of silk where they now sell one if
they could but obtain the goods.
P. H. Jacoby..
tEdItor Implement` Age, Philadel-
phia.
Nearly all the silk weaving mills
In all lines, grain seeders, grain
te
(Editor American Silk Journal.)
the a in ._o market s o w  absolutelyeipitivat
eliminated for a long tim . to come.
H. S. Voorhis.
_
ors. harrowers. potato machinery.,
implements, /arm wagons, etc:, Si
detnand' has exceeded the sueply,
Manufacturers report but one diffi-
culty- their inability to fill orders-
and this complaint comes from every
section of the coentry.
T. Edgar Wilson.




and importers report _Rip prospects
for the ,fall to be very bright. Despite
the fact that last fall the manufac-
turerg nele not suPPIY
made upon -them, they. expect the
business for the caning year to be
the greatest in their history and to
far exeeed. its Predecessor=
W. E. Price.
(Editor the Publisher and Retailer.)
In tile general publishing field It is
an accepted belle? that, never before
have the conditions been so broedly





yet by no means came into its own.
So far there hat been, as It were, but
a scratching of the surface- a cater-
ing to what in an older field is




The growth of the toy trade in thta
country during the past few years has
been simply phenomenal. It is hardly
more than fifty years that the first
toy factory was established in this
country, and now there are more than
1,(ion concerns engag d In making
toys, games and articles for ths
amusement of children.
H. W. Smith,
I Editor of Men's Wear.)
Manufacturing clothiers have had
a long and_s_ery prosperous season
for the fall and winter of 190.7-S.
The wholesale selling period .opente
from four to elk weeks earlier tbkn
before. Retailers were in sa buying
mood when called upon by traveling
salesmen, as they all had a very good
run of business last winter and
cleaned up their stocks to an extent
that made them easy to approach
with new clothing.
• Daniel W. alallett.
(Editor Herware [-Seaters. Magazine.)
The hardware trade of the United
Stapes in all tranches Is busil*- eh-
g4ed in supplying the consuming
public with a very large volume of
goods. While the factories are not
as heavily overburdened with busi-
ness, as they -were 4, year ago, they
are- steadily - employed and the pros-
pects are that they will continue so
for some time to come.
TO OWN ESTATES,
Case Involving flight or Catholic
Church With Supreme: Court.
Washington, August 1.-The case
of the people of Porto Rico against
the Roman Catholic. church of Porto
Rico, was docketed today in the su-
preme eourt of the United States. It
involves the right of the Catholic
church to control the estates former-
ly owned by the Dominican and Fran
cisean orders in that bisland. The
lands of these estates w,ere alienated
'hay- the action of the Spanish govern-
out in ISSS, but the Catholic
church claims, (hat the act was not
properly .eatried trite effect, and it
how seeks to have' (*hem restored.
claiming that the c-hurch, is especial-
ly ,dependent since the United States
came into authority apd separated
the church from the state., .
I The supreme court of Porto Rico
decided in favor of the enurch and
ordered that all the lands tend former
convents be restored to the church.
Will Kill MacIRan.
Tangier, Au'gust I.- Gereld A.
Lowther, the British minister here.
hal received a letter from Cald
Harry MacLean, stating that Rebel- "Well, sir," said the coachman. "I
"Tr, issrbli hold% hlre eriseter, ttl'Olif- told to wait Ynr The Rhilifip If
ens in put him, to death unless ele-iSoder tied Man. You're arrived, sir. Dimi WOMAN oal.,F,R4 ii‘nA•
hammed HI Torres, the itultatee rep- land now. I'm waiting for the man," FOR SALE To PAT HER DEBTS.
resentative for foreign affairs, at Tim I
vier, withdraws 'the --nes from the: • The man who doesn't care at the Lying on her deathbed with. no
 l;ltnee territory. soda •tountain tieually gets vanilla, earthly possession but her 4-months-,
NURSE ARRESTED;
MYSTERY DEEPER
Colorado Springs Pollee Be-
lieve It Was Murder.
connect km Betweeik Itunalteugla and
Deed Girl Not 1'et Entirely
Established.
NURSE SENT LETTERS AHEAD.
C- olorado Springs, Colo., Aug. I.-
:Hiss Greene, the nurse who attend-
ed Miss Laura Matthew's, and who
announced the girl's suicide before
it occurred, was arrested isst night.
Late developments in the case tend
to weaken the theory of suicide and
raise the suspicion of murder.
That the suicide of Rumbaugh is
in some way connected with
death of Miss Matthews is not
ed by the police. He leas to have ap-
peared .as a witness at the coroner's
inquest over the body of. the girl.
lie had claimed to be but a chance
acquaintance of Miss Matthews, but
it developed that he knew her in Chi-
cago and also knew C. A. Coey, and
Dr. II. A. Thomas. He was frequent-
ly' a member of parties at which
Miss Matthews and other girls and
the two Chicagoans wart 'members.
Seemed To Know Cory Well.
According to the police, Rumbaugh
was the olan who accompanied Miss
Green, the nurse, to the livery_ eta-
ble about 5 o'clock Monday morn-
ing to  see if Miss Matthew's horse
bed returned, and it was he who
sent a telegram to Cue'. ..eaying "Lau-
ra committed suicide on account of
your. Send. $300 at once for ex-
penses."
It was with Rumbaugh also that
Milts Matthews left a letter in whidh
wax inclosed _as letter for Coos. These
letters are in- possession of the po-
lice.
The authorities have not yet com-
pleted their examination of Rum-
baugh'a effects, but it is stated that
letters found tend to entangle many
people cf prominence In Chicago in
the suicide of Miss Matthews.
Nurse Forewarned of suicide.
At the coroner's inquest over e
body of Miss Laura Matthews seves
sensational facts were developed.
Miss Green, the nurse, who had
been the dead woman's companion
while in Colorado Spring, adm.tted
having written several letters to
friends of Miss Matthews in Chicago
and elsewhire stating that Laura had
taken her life. It developed that
these letters were written before she
had been informed of the finding of
Mies Matthew's body.
She explained this by saying at
she had anticipated such an event.
One of the letters written by Miss
Green is is tedro-la:
Mr. Dear Tot-Poor little Laura
has ended the heart trouble she has
tried to fight. She shot herself to-
night. Home soon and will tell eon
all. This has been a severe nervous
strain, - but must keep up and make
arrangements:
Says Girl Chose Her Casket.
This letter was not addressed, but
Is supposed to have been intende !
for corn.- person in Chicago. Ms--
Green also testified that several days-
-ago siv;, and Miss Matthews had 'Vis-
ited a local mortuary and Miss Mat-
thews had selected a casket and re-
marked:
"This is the kind. of a casket I
wish to be buried in."
The witness declared positively
that Miss Matthews wait not in a
delicate condition.
Nurse Green was on the witness
stand at the coroner's inquest when
Under Sheriff George Dayton, call.
in,g in throngh an open window from
the Mit-104P, 44111144IIC-414- -that Rum-




The coroner's lure this afteruoon
rendered a verdict that Miss Laura
Matthews, whose dead "body was
found in a lane near Broad-moor
Monday morning with a bullet hole
in the head, committed suicide. -
An inquest later was held over
the remains of Amos R_Rambangti,
who shot himself yesterday after-
noon. The verdict also was suicide.
Suspicion for • time pointed to Ram-
haugh as having caused the death of
Miss Matthews. because of his appar-
ent infatuation for the young wom-
an, and his failure to appekr at the
Inquest.
Miss Tillie Oren- -of -Seetteille-
Mich.. who was Miss.- Matthews'
nurse, and whose effects have been
held -by the authorities, is declared












BEOINNING Wednesday morning, JOY31st,;.for the purpose of making room
for fall goods, we put on sale all low shoes,
strictly slimmer sellers, at a uniform dis-
count-of-
20 ger tent
This moot off of the low prices we make in.
sores you values unheard of. In addition to
this, all odds and ends will be in this sale at
cuts from
25 to SO 9er tent
$ 1.50 Buys woman's three and four !trap
slipper, were $2.50, 40 per cent off.
$1.50 Buys woman's patent kid oxford,
narrow widths, wets, $3.00.
$1.20 Buys woman's patent tip and (oar-
ter blucher oxford, were $1 50.
$1.20 Buys woman's white canvas ox-
'ford, were Si 50.
162.00 Buys the swellest patent oxford in
lace, side lace or button, in the market.
$2.80 Takes any $3.50 or $4.00 oxford in
stock.
'Children' and Aisses' Skpartnunt,
A late purchase of a large lot of floor goods
-from eastern manufacturers of misses and
children's low shoes enables us to give you
very low priees on shoes that can be worn to
begin the seLool term with_and_w_esll on to
cold weather.
o
  6oc shoe f50e S or
.48
75c Shoe ..... .60
$1.008hoe for .80
$1.25 Shoe for 1.00
$1 50 Shoe for 1.20
Wen's Separtigent
$5.00 Oxfords $4.00
4,00 Oxfords for....._......---. 3.20
a.50 Oxfords for 2.80
,3.00 Oxfords for 2.40
In fact all summer goods-woman s plain
toe, common sense goods and party slippers
excepted.
No goods sent on approval or charged ex-




Breathitt County Boss, After Hein
Acquitted of NIurder Retires
Under Fire.
Frankfort, Ky , Aug. 1.-James
Hargis, of Breathitt county.litember
of the Democratic state central_com-
mIttee for the Tenth congressional
district, addressed a letter td ("hair-
% Misleading Title
m
An amusing story Is told • of 
thean Lewis MeQuown, of that com-
mittee, resigning from the commit-
Bishop of Soder and Man's visit to
Melton N.owbray some months ago, tee'
says the Philadelphia Inquirer. A Judge Hargis attended the meet-
ing of the committee here today, butbrougham awaited him at the Mallon,
and he stepped into it expecting to be grelleiegnue IHntelmlaefttionnnof 
an
nls purpose to
taken at once to his destination. To
his surprise, however, the coachman train for Lexington, where he spent made for success in the ministry,
suit motionless on the box. without says the Washington 4tar.the night and from that place he ad-
the least Intention, apparently, of Too many of us, through lack otdressed his letter of resignation. H -
gave its contents only So Col. W. . P
Walton, editor of the Kentucky State 
Sympathy," Ile said, "say the Worst,leaving the station.
jeurnal; wave.. ,w treiql--41 en his paper 
tke most Inappropriate things. Thus,
he was waiting.
' At last the Bishop inquired why
a young Baptist friend of mine, cot.-
here, and it.thua became public. • doll!" with a honeebreaker in' jail
tite bee 
."Alt, my friend, let its *remember
that we are here today and gone to-,
niorrow...
"You may be; I ain't." the /Waxes
breaker answered shortly.
old baby, Mrs. Oscar Ternanos4of
Monessen; Pa., today advertisdethe
child for sale for $5" in order. that
she may pay her medical and dyne
bills, a small debt for food, and leave
this life without a creditor, says
Pittsburg teldtgram.
Three- mouths ago the father dis-
appeared, leaving his wife and child
destitute. For several weeks the
mother supported herself and baby
by washing, but fell a victim of an In-
trip disease: -
Creditors, realizing_ tIve helpless-
ness of the woman, hare- agreed to
cancel her indebtedness, but she in-
sists on offering for sale her sole and
dearest possession in order that her
debts may be met and the child as-
sured of a home before she is com-
pelled to leave it.
No Mutual Situation.
The Late Bishop James Newbury
Fitzgerald in an address in St. Louis
t..tce declared that sympathy, far
more than eloquence or learning,
Cbc tabucab %um
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1  3.919 15 2938
8 3953 17 3955
4 3950 18........3937
5 3916 19 3932
6 3919 20 3935
7 39S1 21 3.957
8 3981 22 3956
3945 24 3955
21 4049 25 3945
12 4038 26 3940
13 3894 27........1944
14 3969 28 3954
29 3942
Total 
Average for June, 1906 984'087324
Average for June, 1307 3953
Personally appeared before me,
UM July- I, -Paxton, geri-'
seal manager of The Sun, who af-
firms that the above statement of the
criculation of The Sun for the month
af June. 11+417, is true to the best of
his knowleege and belief.
PETER PURYE k-R,
Notary Put Ile.
• -My commission experts January
22, 1908.
Daily Thought.
The law of the harvest is to reap
more than fou b011: sow an ast and
you reap a habit, sew a habit and
you reap a character; sow a charac-
ter and you reap a destiny.-George
Dana. Boardman
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Governor-Augustus E. Will-
son, of Lorisville.
For Lieutenant Governor-W. H.
Cox. of Maxon county.
For Attorney General-James
Breathitt, of Christian county.
For Ainittor-Frack P. James. of
Mercer county.
For 'Treasurer-Capt. Edell). Far-ley. of 'McCracken county.
For Secretary of State-Dr. Ben
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
structipa-J. S. rabbe, of Boyd
county. •
For Commissioner of Agriculture
.-N. -e. Rankin, of Murry- canbeye---
For Clerk of Court of Appeals-
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
' For Legislature-George 0. Me-
Broom. .
Mayor . James P. Small
City Attorney....Arthur Y. Marlin
City Treasurer John J. Dorian
City Clerk George Lehnbard
City Jailer...-. George Andrecht
City 'Tax Assessor...Harlan Griffith
Aldermen-T. C. Leech, Harry R.
- Rank, G. M. Oehlscheieger, Jr, C.
H. Chamb:: . W. T. MiLer. ...s
Councilmen- econd ward, Al E.
Young; Th
.T‘ 
rd ward, C. L. Van Me-
ter; Fourth ward F. S. Johnston;
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill, Frank Mity-
. er; Sixth Ward, W. L. Biawer.
School Trustees- First ward, W. M.
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hine;
Third ward, H. S. Wells and
J. H. Garrisonourth ward,
-Dr. C. G. Warner and O.' Kel-
ly; FiftIC ward, I. 0. Walker;
Sixth ward, J. C. Farley and Ed
Morris.
. NAVAL "EFFICIENCY,- -
After careful investigation of the
terent disaster on he battleship
Georgia, it, was determined-that- the
accidents-in the gun turret which
killed a dozen officers-and men Was
due to a "fiareback"--bits of burn-
ing powder or tape in the breich of
the gun, which when the .breach
block was swung back, were blown
by the draft throne)) the gun against
the powder, causing the latter to ex-. _
plode preniaterely.
Cr.o naval
experts, and yet we know_ that-
accidents, are not unavoidable,
neither are they due to carelessness
Sure-wee-Mrs are dee td- TWiThaste
of eve-linen in the effort of the gun
crew to make a reeord at target
prectise Bat t lo.hipst are floating
magazines, and eveir-ininute-  the
sailors are taking their eyes their
hands at the best7
Records at target practise ire made
by marksmanship, rapidity of firing
end every other'item that goes to
make "efficiency" in 'action against
an enemy. It. Is Oita went efficiency
. that has eost so many Ile ea at target
practise in the Amerieal. navy. In
the last few years a half dozen ace(
dents as disastrous as the one • on
the battleship Georgia have happen-
• ed, and every one Is due to this de-
sire for "efliciee9e-,
No other bevy teetais ours in the
accuracy of marksmanship and the
rapidity with which guile are hand-
led. At target. practise the men are
stiniulated by offers of reward and
'their enthusiasm to excel their fel-
lows. Officers and men are moved
by the common impulse Did they
always take precautions to see that
every particle of smouldering fire is
removed, time would be lost in serv-
ing and tiring the guns, and thus-.
"efficiency" would be lessened; but
is this sort of "efficiency" worth the
risk?
Such catastrophes will make it
harder to secure .ecruita for He.
navy. There  is  eie_glory in tketus
slaughtered by a "flare hack" at
target practise. Such a disaster at
a gun in time of action would do
more execution among our men than
would the broadsides of the enemy.
A little less "efficiency" and a lit-
tle more "proficiency" might be
good motto on some of our shies.
Chattanooga, Tenn., is to come in
for some $8,e00 more taxes by rea-
son of winning a contention to as-
sess railroad yards as localized prop.
erty instead of distributable proper-
ty. Hitherto the state has assessed
all railroad rights of way; but now
the yards are assessed by the local
assessors and texed on the local rate.
We have yet to learn the lesson
that anything, which tends to shorten
human life or carelessly endangers
it. is the moral equivalent of mute
der.
Prosperity -Is observable etere-
weere in McCracken county, say the
magistrates, who have been riding
over every foot of public highway in
the county, and they ought to know.
While the contractors apparently
are eve-ring every effort to complete
the nsw school buildings on time, the
school board would have been guard'
lug the city's interests more cao
if. the trustees had not strielten o
the clause penalizing the contract°
for every dayover time in cemplee
fug the buildings, which clause ap-
peared in (be original contract.
Let us so order our lives, that we
may get up every morning hungry,
and go to bed every night satisfied.
The bottom literally dropped out
of the Erie canal day before yester-
day, but to all practical intents the
bottom dropped out of the canal
when the Baltimore & Ohio railroad
was built about 7u years ago.
Eugene Schmitz. of San Francisco,
who claims he is still mayor of that
city, is attempting to build up a ma-
chine in the county jail What he
really needs Is a "jimmy
The list of siteeeeeful candidates le
the Philippine election reads like the
roll call of the Chicago boari of al-
dermen.
Presence of worms in a glacier on
Mount Ranier. Washington, indi-
cates that they don't use up their ice
es clesele out there air - we-do
In Paducah.
Queen Wilhelmina interrupted the
proceedings of The Hague conference
long enough to decorate Andy Car-
negie with the- Orange of Naesan.
The Korean representeeyes
emon for theirs.
TA-KB THE SCHOOLS OUT OF
• ,
That- thti Republifan party
standing by its platform to take the
schools out of politics, is attested by
the fair offer in this city to support
an independent ticket and by the
offer in Louisville to support a bi-
partisan movement. Even the Louis-
yule Theeireecognizes the impregna-
pity of tb•e posiTion and the prat--
ticehility of the idea and says:
"The Republican city and county
convention, held at Liederkranz hall
yesterday alteration .- adopted by
unanimous vote a resolution calling
for the election of sshool trustees on
nontFartisan grounds and Invitiogthe co-operation of other political
parties "in the inauguratin and main-
tenance of suceee policy." The res-
olution thus adopted was embodied
in the report of the committee on
resolutions and thus became an in-
tegral part of the'Republican plat-
form. Later tete-convention he. Man-
imous vote adopted a resolationeof-
heed toe late for incorporation in
the platform and wheeb. trees read to
the convention by its-Chairman. That
resolution provides that four school
trustees Ft all be named by the Re
publican and four by the Democratic
party, the remaining to be chosen hy-
lot and ell to be voted for at the
coming election. Th'e alleged pur-
pose of the resolution is to take the
sehool board out of _Eolltica witheet 
er delay. With that purpose
I,-.et1Iy in accord, but
it questions whether the best inter-
ests of the schools wet be ser.-d by
the continuance of the present eum-
braotne system of a top heavy boardof men chosen because Of their po-
litical availability rather than their
fitnetes for the important work to he
committed to them.
"What is needed is a board pf not
lest; than three nor more then seven
members, cot-mimed of men fully
qualified by character, education and
training to deal with the many and
complleated problems •whith• neces-
sarily arhie In thiconduct 'of the
school system of a city of the first-
class. These 'men- should be chosen
from both parties; and slimed receive
a salary tonintesannettippeThe valueceof their spcileful pp ormahre of
the dullee-intrwatiog .1o.alatits • .- -
-"A-id-partisan board would be an
improvement over a board cse
eolely of the partisans of one
party, chosen not by-the %veers
EMILE PApUCAll EVEN-1NQ BITX THth1J.tk. e AUGUST I.
that party, but named by a commit-
tee of fellow party men, and for that
reason the Times believes that the
election of a hi-partisan board would
mean a step in the direction of. a
non-eartisau commission of which





The Brunswick Balke Collender
company filed suit against B. F. Key,
et al., for am_ alleged4e1A of 431.26.$4,
and for the sale of property to satis-
fy it.
Loeb, Bloctin & company filed suit
against the Peducah Brewery com-
pany and J. D. Overstreet, for a debt
of $104.91. The petition alleges
that eaverstreet owed the breWery
company and gave a mortgage on his
stock, a preference over other cred-
itors.
Partition Suit.
Gip Husbands and Robert L.
Reeves filed suit in circuit court yes-
terday afternoon against Vary G.
Palmer for the sale of an island In
the Ohio river several miles above
Paducah. The three own the island
jonntly, and desire to make a dive
shill If is valued at $1,000.
In Federal Court.
Suit was instituted in federal
court yeeterday afternoon by Attor-
neys Oliver, Oliver & McGregor for
T. B. McGregor, trustee of the hank-
rapt mercautilit company, against E
A. Strow, M. A. Edelen and Herbert
Hayden for $3,500. The three organ-
ized and promoted the mercantile
eeepany. The petition alleges that
efendants did not turn into the
treasury money for the stock taken;
et-steins, titer ecrtd store' --teketatitarde rs
and fared to pay the money Into the
treasury.
. Marriage Licenses.
Joalah Shaw to Annie Pendergrass.
County Court.
Messrs. Muscoe•Burnett, T. J. Ad-
kins and C. C. Covington were ap-
pointed appraisers of the estate, of
lb( late Mrs Anna Parham.
In Bankruptcy.
A dividend was declared today in
the bankruptcy case of J. H. Nelson
& Son, of Snilthiand. Trustee John
Parson arrived this morning and the
money was distributed among the
creditors.
YOU DO TT HAVE TO WAIT
Every dome sakes yam feelbetter. Lea- Poo
keeps your .tote faoldos right. Sold on the
money-bock pi ail everywnere Priee 51 cents.
elaxie Whit nett Goes Home.
efeffiphls,• Mfg.- 1.-Miss Maxie
Whitneil. the 17-year-old daughter of
Mrs. J. S. Whitnell. of Fulton, Ky..
wir rri.r 111 - Memphis' Tuesday
n:eht to marry George Meacham, but
who was taken in charge by the Po-
lice instead, left for her borne last
night, accompanied by J.' H. John-
sen, a friend of the family, weo vis-
ited the poliw,station yesterdie af-
ternoon, atter -receiving_es message
front the girl's mother. Miss Whit-
nt.) decided that she would rather go
home than have the police dictate
how, when and were she should Ire
married.
Grading Twelfth S(reet.
Laborers began. grading Twelfth
ftre•- t from Broadway to Kentucky
avenue this morning. When the
sewers wefe laid, the street was left
In a bad condition.








away on your Va-
cation, o u r
Fotrth Off Sale af-
/fords you the moneyS a vi ng opportunityyou are looking for.
All our three piece snits
are 'red-need one-fourth,
and we have some splendid
values in all sizes and
fabrics, including blues
and blacks.
TO' boys' /mita, too,
are reduced one-fourth.
Men's 50c sox nqw 35e,
3 pairs for $1; 25e sox
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CITY'S FINANCES
AT END OF MONTH
Big Balance With Which to
Begin August This Yjar.
Excellent Condition of Riverside Hos-
pital Shown in Report for
July,
SEMILIRY OF THIRTY DAYS.
According to-the report of Auditor
Kirkland and Treasurer Dorian for
July, the city finances are in fine
shape. Mr. Dorian's collections being
above the average. The ',port is:
On hand July 1 $68,371.71
Collections   46,342.25
Disbursements ...... 25,389.36
Balance August 1   $89,324.63
Riverside Hospital.'
Conditions at Riverside hospital
are excellent judging from the report
tor the month of July. The report
fellows:
Patients July 1-City, 3; private, 9.
Admitted-City, 17; private, 26.
Treated-City, 20-; private, 34.
Discharged-City, 12; private, 2
Births-2.
Deaths--City, 3; private, 1.
Patients Aug. 1-11.
Banal Penults.
City Clerk Henry Bailey issued
during July 54 burial. permits, sev-
enteen for colored persons.
Revenue Stamp Repel.
Stamp Deputy Louis L. Bebout re-
;torte colleettions for the past month
amounting to $S,198.20, and stamps
issued for 49 barrels of %Malty.
Pollee Report.
During July 197 arrestewere made
by Paducah patrolmen as follows:
- Disorderly conduct, 40; breach of
ordinance, 8; flourishing firearm. 2;
petty larceny, 17; adultry, 5; disor-
derly house, 6; drunkenness, 24,•
drunk and disorderly, 25; breach of
peace. 32; malicious shooting, 4; car-
rying concealed weapons, 2; using
Insulting language. 3; robbery, 3:
Selling liquor without licene, 1: ma-
ltrious assault, 2; selling liquor op
Sunday, 2; housebreaking. 2; keeping
horse overtime, 4; fugitive from jus-
tice, 1; cruelty to animals 1; sus-
pert. 1; malicious tutting. 3; capias
profine, 2: non-support of child, 1:
grand larceny, 2; detaining woman
against her will, l; converting anoth-
er's money to one's private use, 1;
immorality, 2; total, 197,
Cow Policeman's Report.
Lycergus Rice, stock policeman,
during July arrested five horses andtwo cows.
Marriage Licenses Issued.
During July County Clerk Hiram
Smedley -isetted-49 marrta-ge- -U.-muses,11 being to colored preteens.
floange of Base.
Af&
"Now that your artist friend has
married his model, I suppose their po-
sitions will lo-aeversed."
"How so?"
"Well, be used to_make her pose for
birreeand now suppose tibeell make





Deaf Old Lady-" Which way is it
going, bub?"
Elevator Boy ( impatientt ly
"Up! Up! Up! Up!:'
Deaf Old Lady (indignantlyt-
"You talk te me e butte as _IL _y




...„..,:eriteasa- • ,,10 -• -••••1
17)6/1°r *-- I rile parrot. atettort- '111str,
bad language.
Atss 83 WAS tin PIDEfeCtiy awful.
Mr/, I heard him efilltlit Infinitive





THE Fall Woolens 4re now ready and we will take pleas-ure in showing ;them to you any day. Come iii, and
talk the Fall Clothes matter over with us before you leave
your order. We'll show you the new fabrics—post you on
styles. You can then take your time to consider the matter.
You know, as well as we know, that the limit of Fine
Tailoring is represented in the cleverly created garments we
produce.
.WE'RE MASTERS OF THE TAILORING ART
While we're not cheap tailors, neither are we high priced.
No fancy prices here.
When a tailor says $15 or $30 for a suit it MEANS
NOTHING. What that' tailor gives you for your money is
what interests you--that means everything.






ROADS FOR THREE MoNTIliti.
Government Reports of Accidents To
Paxeengere and Employes
• Ti' March di.
Washington. Aug. 1.- Shocking
railroad accidents, involving great
less of life and propene. ,occurred
during the three months ending Mar.
3i, in the Vetted States, according
to accident bulletin No. 23, issued
by the interstate commerce commis-
s.on. While the number of lives lost
and tffe number injured are some-
what less than during the previous
three months, the record is yet ap-
palling.
The bulletin shows that the total
number of casualties to passengers
and to employes while on dute dur-
ing the three months was 20,563, as
compared iviiii-sir:944 reported in
the preceding three mouths- a de-
crealte of .381. The total number of
passengers and emeloyes killed in
tiain accidents was 421, and the
number of injured 4,920-e3 less in
the number killed add 20 less in the
number injured, as (*tempered with
the record of the 'prisffitilig- three
months
The total number of collisions and
derailments in the quarter was 3.991
(2.078 collisions and 1,91e derail-
ments), of which 323 collisions and
229 derailments affected passenger
trains. The damage' to cars, engines
roadway- -by- TbSire tieeT?Fenfis-
amounted to $3,5-36,110.
The number of employes killed in
I•ntipling accidents in Ma-quarter
shows a diminution of 25 per cent.
compared with the quartereaast
p.m-434111g or that -with The one a
year ago.,
•
-Landlord-Sir, the other tenants
will not stay in the flat if you insist
on playttig the cornet. Mr. Totes
I'm glad of that. They were very an-
noying-Cleve:and Plain Dealer.
-HOT WEATHER SUGGESTIONS.
Every' chance acquaintance, these
hot days, can tell you whaCto do to
keep well and cool, .but the safest ad-
vie--&s--keep- tamer to-Nature
Nature says  don't d-rink _very
much- Ice water-use thfi-tempered
water. .
Don't eat beating-. -dishes, 'warm
meats, and heavy vegetables, but
fine yontetives to - light vegeta-
bles And fruits, and cold meats.
Nature, also says, and its injunc-
tion is in strong terms, to keep the
bowels, stomach. kidn -and skin as
system in good condi , the liver,ett 
every one contributes to health or 111
health.
Osteopathy is Nature's treatment,
and the moat rational for all disease,
especially the ailments incident to
hot weather. Those weak, tired out
and run-clown conditions; dull head-
aches; disturbed bowel conditions,
lead torpid Over yield meekly to its
application. •
But, let Me tell ' you any Hine, of
people you 'know -well who . will
-cheeri lig tell You what 
Osteopathyhas dcie and ItedOing for hem. That
iseun ejudiced Sentence and will
aptxtal-to you, Dr. G. B, Froage. 516
Breadry,--upstairs, Phone 1407.
I ut  Flinties of rain c.
If the traveler approaches Mar-
seilles by water he will be rewarded
by a uovel pageant of fisheefolk,
gamins who have rowed out and are
on the lookout for coins, and a stretch
of ocean liners representing near!,
every port in the world floating
peacefully in the foreground, while
high above all like a silnouette
against the sky, rises the statue of
Notre Dame de la Garde, the sailors'
tatron and the chief landmark of the
-ity.
The entire population of Marseilles
seems to be occupied in either buy-
ing or selling fish. The wonder of it
that, --when anybody, snearently,
might catchall the flish that he wants
--.--for the city centers right around
the harbor-the markets, which in
the morning are piled high with
every variety of sea food. are fr, a
few hours depleted of stock, although
there Is no canning or preserving es-
tablishment to use up the supply.
-Axel these markets are scans-fed
about in all parts of the city and are
quite independent of the street sell-
ers with their accompanying baskets.
The most curious edible fish in the
world are to be found here for sale.
Fish which it would seem from their
color and oddity should be relegated
to theh squerium are used as foods.
A species of octopus with ills long
tentacles is one of the most popular.
and, strenge to say, the hideous-
looklag arms are the most delicate
and tie moat. valued part. 'Haze
crabs._ known best In either Havana
r In the cities silting the Pacific
coast, ar.. also here in quantity. Sea
slugs, several varieties of scallops
add other shell fish not generally
eaten in America although they are
found in some parts, are on display
and thee aeon to beem.ach-loelenetten
The Mediterranean fish are more
brilliant in 'color Than and differ in
many other respects from the fish of
the Atlantic. Their flavor is undoubt-
edly influenced by the deposit of gait
in the water, while* to the Mediter-
ranean. is 7 per cent, while it is only









A florist of Philadelphia was one
day making the rounds of Ills proper-
ties ..ear that city when he was ap-
proached by a young man who ap-
plied to hint for work.
"I am sorry." said the florist, "but
have all the help I need. I hate noth-
ing for you to do."
"Sir," said the young man, weep a
polite how, elf you ottly knew ...how
little work it would take to occupy
tue!"--Sucetet Magazine.
A cavalry officer who had ny
means distinguished himself In .the
South African war, retired from the
service and built himself a vile& in
a remote spot on the coast of Devon
shire, He was showing it to a friend
one day and remarked. "The one dif-
ficulty I have is about a name for
the house. I should like to hit upon
something suitable-something ap-
propriate to my military career, you
know." "I see." replied his friend:
':then why not call it 'Tee Retreat?-
-New Orleans Picayune
•
Hint-H' did you first learn that
you loved me
Her-I found that I got very an-
gry .whenever I heard anybody ceil-
ing yea a brainless Idiot-Cleveland
Leader.
Sweden is the most progressive
country in Europe in use of the tole-
pone.
A missing etts,pender button- settee
leaves a man in suspense.
Truth Not In a Chinaman?
Los Angries, Cal. -Aug. 1.-After
690 veniremen had been called a
jury of twelve men has been found
who will hear the evidence of Dr. G.
S. Chan, a Chinaman. ckeaexed with
practicing medicine witty:tat lieieeeese.
Nearly all of the 678 veniremen who
y declared they would
not believea Gateman under oath.
— •
Mayo Others Are Galli)
Butte, Mont.., Aug. 1.- George
Tovvere ender arrest tare for complic-
ity in the holdup of the North Coast,
limited on the Northern Pacific, May
7, and the murder of Engineer Clow,
today cent sled knowledge of the
crime. He lays the murder to e sus-
pect held at Columbia river, Oregon
At the Party.
"I thought Miss Screech promised







Some merl Ittend just !nettle_ the'
door ready to grasp Opportunity by
the ease of the neck when it knocks.
Many a man has been forced to.
ask' for a handout because be was un-








Does all kinds of patting
01(>0
-W.e.have the men who know
how to do yonr work just as
It should be' done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with you the
next time you need any print-
ing—probably we can save
yot1 some money. We know
we tan save you satisfactory





'One )tour fc 20 V&A.
50 Skirt Patterns., nohairs in all mlors and black and
fancy suiting, 5 yards in pattern, $2.50
value, for this period, pattern 
25 Skirt Patterns of 4'4 yards Sicilians. in b▪ lack, blue
and grey, regular 75c grade, 52 in. wide
$3.40 value, for this period. 




-For Dr. Pendley ring .416.
-Dr. Hoyer residence phone 464;
office 175.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway, Phone 196.
-Fine carnation& at 50c per doz-
en at Brunson's, 629 Broadway.
-A piece of steel was removed
from the eye of James Dunn, of Ed-
dyville, yesterday by Dr. H. M. Child-
ress. The steel flew into Dunne eye
while be was passing through a saw
mill,
asaae-s ea-We gtvesyonstratter carriage an
better service for the money than
Is given by any transfer dimpany in
Atr•-•rica. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
-Kon,ks from $1 :o $25. Some-
Prof. Harry Gilbert in Organ Itecital.4
The organ recital tomorrow even-
ing at the First Christian church,
the proceeds of which are to be de-
voted toward defraying the expenses
of tale "al fresco musicale," to be
glreu Tuesday evening in the Chau-
tauqua auditorium at Wallace park,
by the ladies of the church, promises
to be largely attended. Prof. Gil-
bert will preside at the organ and
Mr. S. J. Titus, of Syracuse, N, Y.,
will -assist in vocal numbers. The
program will begin at 8:3-0 o'clock,
and will be as follows:
Prelude from Lohengrin-Wagner.
La Cluquantine--GabrieL Marie.
"The Lord le My Light"-Allit-
son.








thing new In the line and all ne,ces- The general public
sary supplies that make kodakingivited to &Dena. ,
pleaaant, at Ft. D. Clements & Co.
--Farley & Fisher, veterinarian-a,
427 S. Third. Old phone-1345; new
phone rsl.
---Mrs. I. D. ai'llcox has been.con-
veyed home from Riverside hospital.
She recently underwent an opera-
tion.
-Have The Sun mailed to yon or
any of your fiends going away for
the summer. The address will be
changed as eten as desired, and the
rate Is only -ante elm-oath-. -- -
-City supscrIbers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery .of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
teeters or make the requests direct
to The Sun °flies. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
--”Harr' A," Ben T. Frank's
pacer, took laird money at Streeter,
III., this week- in a big pacing event.
Many horses started. "Hyry As has
shown up better than titer other af
Mr Frank's string of racers.
-For the best and cheapest livery
rigs.-ring 104),. either phone. Cope-
land's stable; 419 Jefferson street.
-Hotel "Beltedere Cafe, John
Burns, steward. Soft shell crabs.,
frogs and all the seasonable delica-
des.
-Place your oraers rot wedd1"11
invitatIons..at home. The Sun Is
showing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prises
much lower than you will 'have to
pay elsewhere.
. -Gasoline boats for outing par-
ties and hunting tripe, furnished.
with lioensed operator by Motor Boat
Garage Co.: Old phone 1113.
--The ladies of the Broadway M
E. church will give an ice cream so-
cial this evening on the lawn of Mr.
0. Bowyer, 1209 Jefferson. Patron-
Age solicited.
--Dave Paschal and Prince Bow-
land, colored': will be tried this after-
noon by Magistrate C. W. Emery for
breach of peace. They were-arrested
on the south side last night by Con-
stable A. C. Shelton. •
-Emma Mlles and Rachael Buck-
ner, colored., were arrdsted this morn-
ing by Constable A. C. Shelton for
fleiting, and. will be tried by Magis-
trate C. E. Emery this afternoon.
The wickets at Pittsburg have
s been raised and the effect will be felt
in Paducah In a few days. The gauge
- will read about 16 feet for perhaps a
'week.
Precautions to Be Taken.
London, Aug. 1.-As a result of
explosions oh warships of various
nvies of the world attributed to the
overheating of magazines, the British
admiralty has decided to equip the
magazines of all ships in the British
navy with refrigerating machinery to
keep down the temperature. The to-
tal cost ofthe Installation ol this (te-
stae is estimated at $2.500.400,
Fakly-Meveridge Wedding. '
Berlin. Aug. l.-4t was definitely
settled trans' that the wedding Of
• Miss Katherine Fairly, of Chicago,
stater of Spencer F, Ed,dy, first secs'
tetary of the American embassyshere,
and Albert J. Beveridge.- United
States senator [tom Indiana, is to-
take place August 7 at the residence
.of ambassador and Mrs Tower.
Keisling an Opporaunity.
Employataa-"y23trish to be thar„
ried next Friday, do you, Thomas,
  Haven't stop some Iptegjalaisgstisagt. '
nterrying on Friday?"
Assistant Bookkeeper- "No air;
tne.sonly thing that troubles me is
---nrirl'm Marne-Ng on $15 a week "
Use gun want ads. for results,
is cordially in-
B• *le NOXICE.
Forty-second series of OW WOW".
ics Buildiag & Loan Association is
now open With a eubscript•  4_ one
hundred eharres of stock. This is one
Of the best investments in the city,
paying 10 per cent if carried to ma-
Dimity. If you °an a tut and desire
to build a home, ue will be glad to
Wan you the riuuiey at 0 per cent in-
terest. Mechanics Building & Loan
ASSOCiation..
F. M. FISHER, Secretary.
•
Another Refreshing Shower.
Farmers of McCracken county are
wearing broad mules today" over
yesterday's rain and the goad it did
to cream. From 'reports over the
county the rain was a general one
and -uo damage of any consequence
was done. Limbs of' trees were
Woe!, off at several places, but this
was the extent of the damage. Sec-
tions of the county needed the rain
badly, and the crisps that were be:
ginning to wilt under the hot sun are
showing the refreshing today.
Mr. and atm William Hooper, of
Nashville, are visiting Mrs. George
F. Kreutzer and Mrs. W. B. Brow-
der.
Mrs. Eula Gilbert. 1201 Salem ave-
nue, ts convalescent after her recent
illness with appendicitis.
Mr. 1.."D. ThrelkCal, tit, attorney,
of Smithland, was in the cilar to4ay.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Lillard. of
Jackson, Tenn..•were in the city to-
day and left At noon for: Nwson
Springs. Mrs Liliard is the, chief
clerk for the Southern hotel at Jack-
son, and waa married -several days
ago and Mr. and Mrs. Litiard are on
their wedding trip.
Ite,44.444.4.441.4.4.4.,e the game a luneheon eer‘ed. leen., to vtsa. lie wlj
Those present: isees Is ices blark.l gone for two weeks.II t
Jennie Sloan Irene Ul dam Florencet Miss Minor Metcalf, of Princeton,
Loeb, Viola Ullman, Nellie Schwab, will pass through the city this even
and Messrs. Jake Newman, Joseph k ing on her way to Fulton to N
Laeviaon, Lee Tick, Herbert Hecht, friends.
"l Julius Tick, Milton Wallerstein,1 Mr Henry C. Carter, of Thou-1p-
Comby-Jarmee. Morris Friedman, Isadore Klein, Sid- sonville, Ill_ arrived this afi.
Invitations announcing the mar- ney Baniberger. te v-isit his brother, Patrolman is is i
riage of Miss Cott Cosby, of Dixon, Carter, n13"Waith"Sixth street.
Ky., to Mr. Shelby W. James, of Pa- Supper at Park. Capt. W. L. Reed, of the United
ducah, were t*eivell tenea. The The Minteis Laster satin. luid di. _
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
wedding will take place at high noon roe streets, will entertain tomorrow from Evanstille to examine two ap
on August 5, at the home of Miss evening with a basket ;supper at plicants.
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Coburn, and
Miss Gladys Coburn, 1440 Broadway,
returned , today from Arkansas,
where they pave been with a nstans
and hunting party for two we.
Saturday they will leave for Pet
key, Mich., and other cities si
health resorts in the north for a two,
weeks' villa.
Mr. W. V. Eaton - ist ill at his,
home, 601 North Seventh street, of
malarial fever. Heis resting coniturt-
ebly today.
Mr. and Mrs. J. William -Peltier, of
Renvlandtowu, are the parents of a
fine girl baby, weighing ten pounds.
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Weil have re-
turned from a trip to Philadelpa.
New York and Jamestown exposit on
Miss Ethel Robertson, 1319 Jeff,
.son -street,- who was taken ill 'els,
visiting in Henderson, is Isorne and is
much improved.
Mists Willie Grogan, 10:36 Madison
street, returned today from a visit to
Fulton for two weeks.
Cosby, and will be a quiet affair.
Miss Cosby is the daughter of Mrs.
Dora Cosby, a prominent matron of
Dixon,- and is popular in ifer 'native
town, Mr. James is day operator at
the Illinois Central depot and is well
Wallace park in honor-of their guest,
Miss Mabel Smith, of Owensville,
- Two Memorial Windows.
Mr. George C. Wallace, chairman
of the official board of the First
kuow,n in this city, haying worked C.hristian church, presented requests
here several >ears. Following the Sunday morning for the permission
wedding they will go to Petosky, for the erection of memorial windows
Mivh., for three weeks. for Mrs. Phillip Wallace and Mrs.
Julia D. Vaughan, which were grant-
ed and the two windows will be put
Ili some time this fall. '
Mite Society.
The Ladies' Mite society of the
First Baptist church will meet Fri-
day afternoon at 4 o'clock with Mrs.
Carl Turner of Jefferson street,
Social Gathering.
Miss Marjorie Flegle entertained a
number of herfriends last night with
a ;social gathering at her home, 531
Clay street. The evening was pleas-
antly spent with music and progress-
ive conversation. Decoration of flow-
ers and potted plants were used, and
refreshments were served. Those in
atteadanct were: Misses Katherine
Rock, Miriam, Nell and Mildred
Peiper, Elizabeth Weimer. Nell Clay-
ton, May and Margaret Bonds, Mar-
Jere Fletia„Lucille Rawleigh, and
Messrs. Will Rock, Louis Townsend,
Beyers Staten, of Ripley, Tenn.;
Lloyd Robertson, Louis Geagen.
Stanley Brown, Clyde Torrenee, Wil-
liam Wilhelm-Oswald Cheek, Horace
Flegle, George Rawleigh,_George
Scott, Harold Williamson. Herbert
St--illivan, 'Peary Robertson and "Mr.
and Mrs. H. N. Car-rett, 'and Mrs. A.
E. Steger.
Secret Wedding Out.
Announcement es, mien t slay
of the marriage of Ma's Latella Vick-
ery and Mr. Charles 0. Shearer at
ea'iro. June 22. The secret was well
kept and not even *be relatives knew
of the nuptials. The bride is the
daughter of Mrs. L. .1. Vickery:, 741
North Tenth street, and has been as-
sistant book-keeper for the Home
Telephone company. Mr. Shearer is
an electrician for the same company.
He-is from Trimble, Ill., but has
been In this city for thrte yearn They
will make their home (111 South Third
street
Snaday Schaal Picnic-
Yesterday the pup is of-the -Sec-
ond Baptist church Sunday school
had a peasant day on their annual
plena-, which was given a few miles
horn the city, Baseball games were
played, and the children had a
pleasant time during their romp in
tee wood* "
Wed at Metrepolis.
Mr, , Thomas H. Troutman and
Miss Curtie Sutherland 'were mar-
ried at Metropolis this morning tin
Esquire Thomas Liggett. They went
down on the Fowler and returned on
the CaWlitne  Mr. George Gellman and
Miss Mary Broyles accompanied
them. They will be entertained this
evening at dinner by County Assessor
Wes Trouttnen:-
'Military Party.
United States flags and all the ac-
cessories of military life were effec-
tively used last night asderorations
at the milittry party given by Mime
Nellie Schwab in- honor of her guest,
Miss Bessie Litchen, of dreenville,
Alan, and Miss Marion Tick, oisSioostea--
ington. Ill., and Miss Aimee Levy :of
St. Louis, signors in the -eity. Euchre
was the game of 'the evening and the
prizes won were: none hand, a tour-
ist's case, Miss Francei"Clark; test
tors', point lace handkerchief, Miss
Marlon Tick; booby, bov of candy,
Miss Mary Barry, Sixth and We'
ed front spending live weeks at
Thousand Islands with the family of
son streets, left today for Earlineter,
to visit friends,
cinnati.
his uncle, Mr. Henry Yeieer. of On-
Mrs. M. Bornstein:of Columhe
0. returned home today after a tl
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Curd and '
tu Mrs. L. Harris, 320 Norih - Fi•
son hay ...returned from Louisville
street.
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Hill and (laugh
ter 'Ruby, and Mrs. •Bettie Dalton,
returned today after a visit to New
Orleans and Pearsall. Texas.
Prof C. tt Lief? will leare_tetwor-
row morning for Grafton. IR.
Miss Myrtle Hans, 432 Washing-
tots etteet, will lhave tomorrow ter
St. Louts for a two weeks' visit.
Mrs. W. T. Anderson and Mrs C
.1. W.office which ha been under 




MT. and Mrs. Sant Ed•wards arrived
Mr. J. C cGlathery, of Port Gib, in the city today at noon from May-
field.
Mr. H. J. Deist le• ft today for a
several days' stay at Cerulean
Mr. G. N. McGrew, of Bayou, Liv-
ingston county, was here yesterday
en route to Louisville to attend a
meeting of the state board of agri-
muiture. Immigration and fcreetry,
df Alen he is a member.
Mrs. David W. Coons will return
next Monday from New York. ,
Messrs. Gordon Tanner amid Mar-
shall Japashave gone to Jamestown
and NewTerk.
Mr. David Yeiser, Jr., has return-
and ndiana.
Miss Mettle Lou McGlathery will
go to Jackson, Tenn., today.
Mr. Ossar L. Gregory and Master
William Humphreys have gone to
Mr. W. 0. Britt has returned from
a 'business trip to St. Louis.
Mr. Charles Edwards. U. S. revenue
guager, arrived from Owensboro yes-
terday and took charge of.the local
son. Miss., is visiting his uncle, Mr.
F. M. McGlathery.
Miss Eleanor Wright, of Mayfield.
Women with pretty teeth will Isms*, fangs Viola t Ilman; and the men's,
at a stupid loke. a Ateftl, by Mr. Jake Newman. After
"NO FLOWERS. BY REQUEST."
tleeteri "You know, eciret you, that this is to be used externetlyt"
The Patient's Wife: "Oh, yen I always makes him get out of bed to drink it."
has returned home after visiting Mrs
J. T. Wright. of North Fourth street.
Mr. S. A. Reed, of Jackson. Tenn.
Is visiting his son. Mr. J. M. Reed, of
North Thirteenth street.
Miss Hattie Capelle. of Newburn.
Tenn.. is visiting Mrs. Guy Jennings
of Jackimonstreet,
Miss Cameron Boone, of Maytleld,
ts vIslOng Wu. Ben Wattle,
Mr. George C. Wallace will go to
today.Atlanta 
Mrs. Elmo Steger and children will
return today from Mountain Grave,
Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Sugars last
night went to Mackinac, Mich.
Mr. 'Harry -Fisher returned yester.
day from Dixon Springs, III.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Thompson
will leave Sunday for St Louis and
Chicago to be gone two weeks.
Mesdames S. M. Hiusnsan and Har-
ry Lukens are visiting Mrs. F. M.
Hall. of Little Cypress,
Miss Hattie Settle has returned
from Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, for
a two weeks' visit with her mother.
She will then go to Springfield, Mo.,
to take charge -of the branch of the
Droughon Business college.
Manager Gabriel, of the Palmer
House eigai stand, has refereed
from Dawson.
Dr, Milton Board bas arrived from
Hopkinerlite,
Mr.-and Mrs. Harry Clemente.
Misses Frances Bergin, Elizabeth
When Carrie HoIlant, Hortense Thur-
man and Messrs. 'Russell Long,
Jesse Thurman and Clarence House-
holder'will leave today en the steam-
er Lee for the, round trip to Ciniin-
natl.
Attorney .1. S. Roes has returned
from Louisville.
Mists Cant RI, haideon. tit South
Third street, ie vial-tint relatives at
Henderson.
Attorney Pete Sea)', of Mayfield. is
In the city on professional bushiest.
Mr. F. W. Katterjolin went to Ce-
--d-ar' -Bluff- monnina, -
Architect. 0. 0 Schmidt went _ to
Princeton this trot-ming on business.
Miss Minnie BerkenheiMer, of
Baltimore. IS sae-attest of Mrs. Joe-
eph Baer. 434 South Third street.
flernsto-atr; witd- Leslie Las
Nieve, of Oblate Tenn., a 6inghter.
Mrs. Bettie_Morrison's.guests, who
came from' Paducah Tuesday evening
to visa her, are her sister, Mrs, Jen-
nie Duke and son, Leonard. and her
irnuein, Mrs. Rebecca Hamlet and son.
In Mrs. Hamlet lives in' Hickman
county, but hen been visiting in 'Pa-
ducah • • • Miss Jennie Bell George,
of, Paducah. is visiting her cousin.
Miss Ruby Flack.-Mayfield 'Monitor.
Mrs. -Mettle Rouse will leave to-
night for Mont Eagle_ Tenn.. for a
few weeks. ' 4
Jailer James Faker and Circuit
Clerk Joe Miller are among the many
attending 'Mr. Isinez Stevens' auntie:
dinner on the Illandville road.
Mr. Sam Hughes, Jr., will leave
tomorrow morning for Bon Aqua




Sept. 24th, 23th, 211th anti
_.27th
$6,000 Purses; and Premiums.
•
ireturned after a visit to Louisville
and Evansville.
Mr. C. A. McFarland left today for
Lebanon, Tenn., where he will visit
his mother, Mrs. Pauline McFarland,
Springs.








6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.:
11 WANT ADS.
Mr. C. E. Renfro left today for Ed-
de rine_
Mrs. Spencer Starks. 425 Washing-
ton street, arrived today from Holly
Miss Mary Coale.
Miss (trace Sehulle, A03 Kentucky
i
avenue, left today for DeKoven for
a therea_weekte visit.
Mrs. W, J. Humphreys and chil-
dren. Davld-and Lillian, 1120 Jeffer-
son street, left today for Louisville,
and from there they will visit for a
month in central Kentucky.
1- Miss Nona Chambers returned toher home in Kuttawa today afterset/thing -Miss Laura Belle -Prince.
Twentieth and Adams streets.
The following party from Mayfield
passed. throegh, today en route . to
Dawson Springs: Mr. and Mrs 1. M
Bennett, Mr. and Mrs. Matt Walker,
Mrs. Polite Wilford and Mrs. Thomas
Martin.
Mr. Charles Render has returned
from his termer home in McHenry
after six weeks' illness; of malarial
fever.
Miss Ella Tillman. of Tennessee-
t
Is tee towel-on her stater, Meta J.
Groves, 326 North Fourth street.
'elan. Robert Mitchell and daugh-
ter. Mabel. 1225 Jefferson street, are
visieing friends this week at La Cen-
ter
Mr. and Mrs. V. It. Thomas Will
leave Saturday for N-ew York, Wash-
ington and Jamestown. 
The Sun eill kindly remember that
all ..ucta items are to he paid for
when the ad is inserted the rule
plying to every one %%about excep-
tion.
MITCHELLS for high-graule bicy-
cles, 326-328 -South Third street.
SHORT orders a specialty. Page's
dprings. Miss, He was aecompanied recSauien
by Mrs. Hattie Coyle and daughter,
FOR h
WANTED- A night watchman,
wages $1.50 a daY fireman, wages
$1.75 a day. Steady employment. Ad-
dress Pat Halloran, O'Hara, Ky.
WANTED TO SELL QUICK----:
Three hundred thousand good cedar
shingles at $3.59 per thousand.
N'ooks-Acree Lumber Co., Tenth and.
Monroe,
WANTED--For U. S. army: Able-
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 21 and 35: citMens of the United
States, Of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and elate English. Men wanted ---
for service in Cuba. For information
apply to Recruaing Officer, New Rites-t. 
mend House. Paducah, KY.
eating asci stovewood
437 F. Levin. •
FURNISHED rooms for rent. Ap-
ass: • 631 North Fifth street. 
WALL PAPER-Room 96mplete,
VI.a0, Phone 1856, Leroy.
WANT
City Laundry, lie Broadway.
CLEANING and preas..g neatly
done. James Duffy:-.Phone 462-a.
ANYTHING In the short order line
at Page's reetaurant.
FUR EARLY breakfast _wodd, crit
phone 2361.
FOR DRY WOOD, old phone
2361.
FOR RENT -Apartment iti-603
North SIM street. Geo. Rawleigh.
FOR SALE-One fresh lunch caw,
1617 Broadway.
FOR RENT-Two or three
furnished or urrfurnished. A ay 417
-T1111.-)0 
NOrtr Four-ft.
Mrs. Devitt Levy rettrIed this
morning from_St. Loans
Pulling and hauling-1e- what
teeth the Strength of boys' _-
Clothing.
A cheaply made suit goes to
the dogs mighty quick. It's
'economy to buy a good article,
and if any of Ours fails to
satisfy you, We'll cash up, so-
FOR RENT- Third floor over
Frank Just's barber shim, 117 N. 4th
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
FOR THE REST sandwiches, chile
and hot tamales, call I.: 131%
South Third: street.
FOR RENT-One nicely furnished
room. modern conveniences, 722
Kentucky avende.
FAIRBANKS ULAN IN REUNION.
More Than 54141 Iteseemboas .4 Pao.
drew t:artter• at Dedham. Steen -
Dedham-. Mass., \ I More
ED_Giens away New -than 5e descendants of Jonathan
Fairbanks, Who came front Sowerby.
Yorkshire. England, in 1636 and set-
tled in this town, came here toili
to celebrate the sixth annual rein
of the Fairbanks family in Ame:
The reunion was heat iff_the
Fairbanks hornestead, which s
built by the founder of the Amer,
branch of the family soon after his
-arrival and Is believed to be the old-
est dwelling in New England.
Speeches were made by Vice Presi-
dent Fairbanks, the Rev. William E.
Barton,- of Chicago. former May-or
Josiah Quincy-- of Boston, and others
Naked Truth.
Francis Wilson tells of an enirainn-
ter of Wits that took place between
the late Eugene Field and a New
York woman.
It was at dinner, anti the. woman
was in evening dress, which wto-
decollate_ Alter a skirmish between
the two relative to the respective
weil kiiiiern t.t h'.', it
would 'seem that_Field came-off sec-
ond best, _
"0, Mr. exinaimed the wo
man, exultantly, "you most admit
that you are fairly neaten at your.
own a
Field bowed politely, and. rah
Mihe. promptly rejoined: "At any-
rate, Mies Blank. 1 have one consola-
tions you can't laugh at me in your
sleeve."2-Lippincott's
WANTED-- To buy feather bed
and feather :pillows. Address '433
(nark. Old phone 317.
  FOR SALE-Ntgentle bay mare
also buggy and, spring wagon. Corner
Twelfth and Burnett.
_
FOR HICKORY stove wood -.and
sawdust telephone Robert...am
New Phone 763. •
--s=bli-SA LE -Gentle (inn!), horse,
s years old. 'Lady can drive. Apply
1745 *South Sixth street.
FOR RENT- Rooms . for light
housekeeping. .All modern eon-sent-
ences. 513 North Sixth, G. F. Cox. _
FOR durability and. style in bar-
Kudrna amid repair tuna,* eau
at the Paducab Harness and Saddle
Co 204 Kentucky avenue. ses
ytej:11 be no loser.




FOR SAIslissaA very desirable rest.
dente, _1137 Trimble street. Reason
for ea-le- owoor going to leave-town.,-
Phone, 6a5.
CLOTHES cleaned and pressed.
All work guaranteed, Solomon, The
Tailor, 113 South Third street. Phone
1016-a. .
Pleat Agatimit Intolerance,
This is nr. prayer: Let Inc not be
So wat: h ful of the' faults of others
So busy spyiteg on tnamKrother
So anxious day by day to see
How they who press ahead with me
Avail Tait to 
sting
-
e  of Conscience whet t I err;
bet me not make myself. indeed.
A model or a register
Whereby to measure or condetnn:
When those who tall are bowed In
Ali. let Me- not forget my weakness
Or sneer too primate down at them
--S. E. Kiser
FOR SALE-- Eight good work
mules, four ;cantata and haft-lees. Ap-
ply to Gip Husbands, on farm smith
of Paducah "
THE OPENINGteccilored excursion
of the season to Cairo on the steamer
J. B. Richardson on Sunday, Angust
Oh.' Round. trip '50 cents. 'A Sohn-
son general excuadon agent .,
THERE WILL BE an excursion
,oren 'du the stramert. trrhard-
son Thursday night to Brookport
"and Metropolis. Music by Hillmanat
hand. Bpat leaves wharf promptly
at ft:SO Fare 35 cents; which In:
chides, stritartreton to the hall at W-
I roisilk Abe Pullen, ticket lgent
Englielt laird Now Drummer.
Detroit, Mich., Aug. I.-Lord
Sholto Douglas, descendant of ,the
eleventh( of,Queensherry, who framed
the present prize ring rules, Is now
traveling salesman for a Detroitt
jewelry firm. He has dropped his
title as well as his money and is
known as just Shish() Douglas, drum:
pier
0 R. MILTON BOARD
(Mice t-olumbia hu Oiling.
Dr. .1: Q. Taylor,
Phiates-Reatdence: Painter
, Office. Roth phone% 47.
Hritoes--10 to 12; 4:30 to 3:34; 7 to






When the blood is pure and healthy the skin, will be soft, smooth andfree from eruptions, but when the blood becomes infected with some un-healthy humor the effect is shown ig rashes, eruptions, boils and pimples,or other disfiguring and annoying skin disease. The skin is provided withcountless pores and glands which act as a drainage system to rid the bodyof impueilies through the perspiration that is constantly passing throughthese little. tubes. There are other glands that pour Out on the skin an oilytubstance to keep it soft and pliable. When the blood becemes filled withhumors and acids these are thrown off thiough the pores and glands,-. bureting-and-irrttattlfg The Ain and drying up the natural oils so that wehave not only Acne, Eczema, Salt Rheum, etc., but such dry, scaly skinaffections as 'fetter, Psoriasis, and kindred troubles. The treatment of skin.roubles with salves, washesslotions, etc. is not along the right line. True,such treatment relieves some of the itching and discomfort and aids in ksep-lug the skin clear, but it does not reackeehe real cause of the trouble, whichare humors in the blood, and it can therefore have no real curative effect onthese skin affections. S. S. S., a gentle acting and perfect blood purifier, isthe best and quickest treatment. It goes down into the blood and removesthe humors, fiery acids and poisons from the circulation, cools the overheat-ed blood, and by sending a fresh stream of nourishing blood to the skinpermanently cures skin diseases of every character. S. S S. is made entirelyof health producing roots, herbs and barks, and is an absolutely safe remedyfor young or old. S. S. S. cures Eczema, Acne, Salt Rheum, 'fetter, Pso-
,e
THE PADI7CAH EVEN1205 SUN.
21000 TROOPS
ON DUTY AT BELFAST IN DOCK
LABORERS' STRIKE.
Police. Who sympathize- With Strik-
ers, Ilterl'1% I. Support From
Eki'w hert•.
Belfast', Aug. I.-- The troops con-
tinue to enter the city, emphasizing
the fact that the authoritiets are de-
termined to grapple promptly with
rioting on the part of -striking dock
laborers or mutinous police.
The fourth battalion of the middle
regiment arrived today, bringing, a
Maxim-gun. A section of the Ests?x
regiment will arrive early tomorrovt,
making, a military strength of about
7,000.vas's, and all other disagreeable and unsightly eruptions of the skin. Special —The imposing display is producingbook on Skin Diseases and any medical advice desired furnished free to all a reassuring effect on the generalwho write. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. public, which early IS the troubie
was somewhat panic stricken. Impor-
tant developments are expeeted on
August 2, on which day there will be
;terra, of-selieeffeetetes pxy-
New Hampshire's Country Residences
Bring Milliols to State Every Summer
Petersboro, N. II.. Aug. 1.--Several sale to rich men in the cities and
years ago ex-Governor -N. J. Batchel--c IlTe-Where for summer homes. The
bureau of agriculture also made a
list of other farms that were for
sale: both those oceupied and those
that were unoccupied, and advertised
them also with enterprise and skill.
As a coneequence since the boardly diminishing because of emigre-
of agriculture bestirs its mark a tutal-tion to the newer statea and 10w
f a continuous exodus from the of 
4,1lio farms have been sold foro 
farms to. the manufacturing cities.
After a thorough study of this phen-
omenon he secured the .co-operation
of then Governor Goodell, who recoil'
nten,ded to the legkslature the enact-
_ meat_ of a law preehered -by-liteternersia-a-
Batchelder providing for a census of
abandoned farms and homes and an
appropriation of ;2.040 a year to pay
the •ekpense of promoting their sale
to newcomers. The first canvass;
showed that out of a total of 22240e
farms in New Hampshire 'Axe farnesi'
with houses and barns capable of
providing comfortable homes. had
ben absallutely abandoned by their
owners and for which there were no
purchasers. The statq board of ag
rteultnre, which web given eharge of
the matter, got Into empniunication
with the owners of these farms, had
prices set upon them and then ema-
il', se1 a .,-..ternati- effert iv serer.
•Twise • s• their"
der. of this state. len- has been
prominent in "public affairs for a
generation, and partieuls ly wful
In agricultural matters„ discovered
that the rural population was rapid-
EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE
If 'you need .1 g I
,houee, by call old. plums
:ealer.• We have a geod list el
house ser yenta always. We can






summer homes. The number of
houses that have been built or eemad-
eled from existing farmhouses by the
purchasers is over 3;004, and Gover-
nor .Bachelder says that $50.000.000
_ciariser vatAre -eft limatar—of --the
amount of money that liga been spent




' Tile Drummer Spy tell mu : that you
are an awful blswer
The nester It e! they tell me that
whetieter y's stahted
ways beat it.- St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
II Would Be .b.k hag a GOOd Deal.
cold 'to-
day. I'd hate 16 live at the north
pole." •
Second Tramp- "So would I. I
wouldn't hate the nerve to aelt for a
night's lodging if the nights were six
months long " Smart Set.,
In Battersea, London,. graves can




We have a leather case
containing knife, fork
and spoon which occupies
so little splice it can be
carried in the vest
pocket. Would make a
nice present for, eine
going on trip. Call and
let us show it to you.
McPHERSON'S
Drug Store.
terday for the first time ran an 8414)
claws engine. ills run is the Mostnds
th at 0/11C11 TeaVeb here a/ • clice. In the morning, and yesterday it wasThe police have received cornmu-
*ations from numerous stations big engines have been used in andthroughout the country expressing out of Paducah for several years,sympathy with the movement, de- but Engineer Kelley his been as-(staring willingness to strike when signed to smaller type by preference.like action is taken in Belfast. I Mr. William Smalley, of the 1111-The chamber of commerce has de- noiai Central planing mill, is 11.1 andMed to rnemoralize the lord lieuten-loff duty.
ant of Ireland, the earl of Aberdeen,' Illinois Central shop employee be-regarding the situation. The terms of Hove that the Illinois Central willthe memorial have not been disclos-
ed but it Is thought tt appeals Tor
martial law.
pulled by engine, No. S79. These
grant them the privilege of &Mug an
annual piculc; but do not expect now
for autho , If it is given, to fix thePicketing was reettnied at the date not fter August R. It waswharves today, and there were sev- before this ate that they desired toeral instances of vehicles In charge give the p (ode, but It would'be tm-of dock carters being overturned, possible now.
_ Oils Garber dee Illinttie- Central
round house foreman, Is Ill and un-
able to be on duty. Hie position is
being by Mit James Hotlich. a
gang foreman.
RAILROAD NOTES
The biggest train_hauled on the
PaduAsh district of the Illinois Cen-
tral In many weeks was brought into
the city this morning at 7 o'clock
from Cedar Bluff by Conductor J. C.
Thornhill.' a newly promoted conduc-
tor. His train was an extra freight
pulled by engine No. 848,. Engineer
John Trantham, and was made up of
ballast, gravel and coal. There were
60 loaded cars in the train, the en-
tire train weighing 3,404, tens.
Operator S. W. James, of the local
Illinois Central passenger depot, is
off fluty and Sn his pla.,•e Mr. B. B.
Dame is working. Mr. Dame is from
Madisonville.
The Illinois Central road report%
one of...the biggest month's business
of the4Lea.r..for July. Passenger and
freight. traffic wax unusualV heavy,
and freight coming in so fast and in
such large quantities that a blockade
ot the yards resulted. Passenger
traffic was Increased by several ex-
tursions and pleasure seekers to
the sprecies
The Illinois Central railroad hos-
pital experienced a dull Month, con-
sidering It being July and a month
generally marked by a great deal of
titiresics On July 1 there were 29
patients under treatment. .Eighty
were admitted and at the close of
the month 350 were enrolled. There
were two deatbss- during July.
Mr. .E. H. Kelley. one of the oldest
engineers on the Illinois Central, yes-
In countr'es where beer is the natio-al
beverage, there is practically no drunken-_
ness, for beer) contains a small percentage
of alcohol and is rich in food values
—
The Belvedere Malting Process makes
Belvedere Beer the most healthful beer
brewed---the beer richest in actual food
values.
The Belvedere Process reduced the per-
centage of alcohol, to less than 3 1-3 per








TORS OF I NF'1.1 F: I 'E. '
Queen of Netherlands Decorate.: .tre
drew Carnegie With the Orange
of \ n..11 U.
The liege, Aug. M. Nei 'doff,
president of the see° peace confer-
rere , today laid the foundation stone
ot the Andrew Carnegie palace of
peace at Zorgellet, in the midst of the
wooded park stretching front The
Hague to Scheveningen. The inaug-
uration of -this SID0/10410.111 P.tet,ded
to commemorate and carry oh the
work of the international peace con-
ference was marked by considerable
ceremony.
Some disappointment is.felt that
Queen Wilhelmina, who Is at The
-Hague, was not present at the cere-
monies, and it is reported that the
real reason for her absence is to be
found in a dispute whe.h arose re-
gardiag the choice of a site for the
palace. Real estate speculators are
openly accused of having influenced
the selection of a site at Zorgvliet.
While Queen Wilhelmina did not
attend the ceremonies at the new
temple today, Ale has showed her ap-
preciation of the idea by conferringon it, crest enthusiast, Andrew Car-
negie, the order of the Omer. Nas-
sau.
MEANEST THIEF TAKES
TIRED MAN'S FALSE TEETH
Cleveland, 0., Aug. 1.—It was anunlucky nap that Frank Gallagher,
leo avenue, northwest, took in a vs.
it lot on West Sixty-ninth street,
awoke to find his set of gold teeth
.ng with his watch and Chain, miss-
Gallagher made strallehrTor the t
telfth preenet pollee station. and
..orted his lqes to Lieut. Broadwel
saw the thietrenning,down the
'Pt awl I tried lb yell for help, but
ouldn't." he told the lieutenant.
'illaghe_r, at-circling to his own
was--e(!rnIng home from
olt, tiled In body and mini. Spy.
a ni2e shady spot in the vivant
• he lay dosyntin the grass to rest
s few minute:6/nd went to sleep.
"I hope the thief will reconsider
and return the teeth," Gallagher told
the lieutenant. -
•
Aerum—How did you like the new
play?
Know-----Well, I thought Gladys
Swellman had too much to say—
Sescum--Why, I didn't even know
she had gone otctIle stage. Wita"ehe
in it,
Knox—She was one of the—silly
box party the night I was there,—
Philadelphia Press,
l'ne gun want oda. tor resnuta
FLOWERS
Fe,' beautifying your rails and
estimates on flower belittle we
will call and see you. Phone
Schocaus Bros for tne largest
and moat complete stock of •
flowers and plants in the city.
Free delivery te any




HELD RICSPONSIIIILE FOR DEATH
OF C. R. CROSS,
Police Judge t •  c t ef I In.
quest lii Pollee Court Itoeits—
Was Kinsman.
Au inquest held yesterday after
noon at the city ball into the death
of C. R. Cross, the Illinois Centre,car repairer killed in the shop yards
yesterday morning, resulted in a
verdict 'holding the engine foreman,
Mr. L. Schuinaker,, responsible, be-
cause he did not have a man on the
end of the string of cars to warn
workmen that his engine was corning
into the track. The inquest began at
2 o'clock and was attended by more
than 100 railroad men from the ear
shops. Police Judge D. A. Cross
conducted the inquesesin the interest
of the farni1) of the .aeceased. The
evidence showed that Sehumaker'
engine was pushing It box cars into
-tr:aer --trtn-oray-one sCTthn a
besides the foreman. Both foreman
and switchman were stationed along
along the line of ears signalling theengineer, who was around a curve
and unable to see the end of his
cars. The inquest was not finished
tintil nearly 5 o'clock as a recess
had to be taken until Mr. B. Wheeler,
foreman of the jacking track, could
be secured to testify.
This morning at 7 o'clock tne body
of the unfortunate young car repair-
er was taken to Mt. Pleasant ceme-
tery ,in Graves county and buried.
He was a member of the Brotherhood
of Railway Carmen and of the Mod-
ern Woodmen of the World. Both
orders had charge of the burial.
. Yesterday Jiiittr11-0011- the- Brother-
hood of Railway Carmen met at the
hall, Twelfth street and Broyles,
and arranged for attending the
eral. Six pallbearers were seise '•
three being Modern Woodmen . •
America in addition to mens , -
the Brotherhood. The pa..
were: Messrs. Walter Las. Joie
Cann, Haft Angle, Hugh
ker, 11. H. Worley and J. D. Rigg
There were many carmen off die
today to attend the funeral, most ,




HIS TWO YELK EGGS
Dayton, N. J , Aug. 1.- "I ben fol-
lerin' with consider•ble inerest th'
experiments o' Luther Burbank on 'n
Californy," said Uncle I.em Wether-
bee at Osborn's general store. "He's
th' scientific cuss, y'know, b'en
a-croesin' n' perdncin' all sorts o'
new-fangled trots 'n' veg'tables. Nee-
/ I Wen a-tryin' t' do ButhIn' in that
i line myself, but I ain't a-claimin'
'nothirie wonderful. What I've done
is. as you might say,- ord•nary, 'n'
cid be done by arose with sense
enough t' put 4wo 'n' two Cgither.




'n' lima bean, with both of 'ern on
th' same cob. F'r ev'ry ten grains o'
1
 
corn there's a bean a-growls' In be-
twixt. I've just raised enough o' ,the
succotash plant fur my own use this
3.'ac, but nee' y'ar I callate t' have it
on th' market.
"In these here-pursuits o' science,
though. I sometimes think a feller's
downr'ght wicked iA'tryin. t. improve
on what natur' 'a given us. It's as
much as sayinS 'Look here; Lord. I
kin do better'n you.' I got in mind
an experiment I tried some Ume ago
In hatehin' out some double yelked
Mire. when I sot-th- cry (nosye ben
on them there alga she looked at me
sorter reproachful-like, 's If she knew
some great calamly wet 'bout t' hap-
pen. But though I cid see 'twuz clear
ag'in her, conscienshus scruples she
tackle's th' job, fur she's jets' so plum
crazy, t' set she'd set on doorknobs.
"T'other hen would.. come arotoe
'n' try I' git her to blow her job, but
she knotted her dooty when she sees
It, 'n' sot 'n' sot till froila those dote
bie-yelked alga she hatched out 11
double-stummicked chickens. In all
other respeeks they wuz like other
chickens, with one head, two..wing-
'n' two legs, but their stwmmieks wit -,
double 're" lopped over Se each othei
"It's all plain enough If you start
1' reason it out. Th• yelk. as you
might say, Is th' stummick o' th' she
'n' where there's two yelks nachurly
It'Oboup 't' hatch out In a chieken
with tea)" stummicks. Anyhow, It's
raised Cain in Illy barnyard. Th' or
Chiny kin's ben ostracized 'n' none
o' the other hen's11 speak t' her. The
roosters has cut ner dead. '
- "What thy're alt sore about-to that
these double-stummicked . chieltens
has got th' fiercest appetites you ever
see. The Dotniny's ain't nothin'
'em. Havin' two insides t' supply
they're allure a-workize_ their easItete
overtinte t' fill 'em, 'in' none o' S.
rest is gittitS a square meal."
ERNEST OZMENT
--
Dies in Illinois, Leaving Bad Record
114 1111111 Him..
News .of the death of Ernest Oz-
nieht in Danville, Ill., reached thecity today. He was well kndwn
Paducah, especially by the autnei
ties, and.news °this death was e
reteid hree silth surprise. Ozmer
Was about 34 years old and had Iseee
In Paducah for. years. He -resided onthe south side with his grandtatsJohn Otreent. Who was sent to the
Danville, Ill., Old Solvilers' Ileflue
With him he took Ernest Ozment.
and his Wife. Fvom the time he left
the young - man experienced bad
AVOtwr I.
1 Gets. NV. Katterjohn 43410.3. A. GardnerResidence Phone 1221. Residence Phone 1347-r I.
PADUCAH PAVING CO.
CONTRACTORS
tiranitoid and Artificial Stone Curbing and Walks, Cellar Floors,
Steps and Buttresses.
Anything in cemept construction we do it Estimates furnished.
Office 642 Broadway. Phone 113.a.
A Man is Known by the Tele=
phone He Keeps
Paducah people demand the beet and we meet the
demands of the best people.








Surplus and undivided profits
e230,000.00
 100,000.00
Stockholders liability    =0,000.00
Total  ........... L'Sde.000.00
Total reeources  . 59145,4118.211
DIRECTORS:
W. R. Bradshaw, of Ilradishaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; a. A.Bauer, teholesale Pottery; Louis F. hOlb, of Kolb Items A Co..Wholesale Drifig4; H. A. Petter, of H. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Good.;
lignscoe Burnett, Supt.. & Tress. Pad. Water Co.
DEO. C. THOMPSON, President...
T. J. ATKINS, Vice Presiders,-
ED. L. ATKINS. Cashier.
health, and grew gradually wdrse un-
til death came..Nervdtishess Is said
to have been the cause of his death,
he being a nervous wreck. The body,
was buried in Danville. In Paducah
ters at bone, and the sons here.
.. The Jewels were sent to Emilio In
New York and he says that- no less
authority thrn Sir Caspar l'urdon
Clarke, of the Metropolitan museum.Ozmunt was known as a pretty had declared they were worth $30,tro0.
apartstwo toe h1S iteti Stelierittry, andtp— Emilio'sesired from a strong box in
character. His aseoclates were re-On _Sirants.19. the coilection_ dlaap-
several' times heeded reforeied. At rooms. Simultaneously Nunrio dig-present there : f case pent:-
ing against him Id eIrcuit court. lie
was in Paducah last in April.
THEFT (Ile Sassiest JEWELS
FOLLOWKD fiV AN ARREST.
•
Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 1.--Nuncio
Sergius was arrested here tonight on
a warrant Issued at the instance et
his brother, Emilio Sergius, of 224
Thompson street, New York, charging
him with the theft of antique jewelry
valued at $30,004).
According to the story of Emilio
Setting his ramify is one of the old-
est of Sicilians. The family home-
stead Is in Sortino. where his rather
died "Revere+ eterrtive age. 'TIM
had been wealthy, but at his death
little was left but a collection of an-
tique jewelry, which it was decided
should be sold to save the homestead
In Italy for the benefit of two daugh-
appeared Vona New York. A warrant
was secured by Emilio for his.broth-
:'s arrest, and he was taken into
•usiody here. The accused says ella
eats robbed
IN OLD KENTUCKY.
German Otivermitent to Send Royal
Stallions Here to Breed.
Berlin, Aug. 1.—The German gov-
ernment Is about to send the full
blooded Trakhener stallions from the ,
royal breeding farms to the stock
farm at- F4e14,s- Places in-the - Ken-
tucky blue geese region, leased some
time ago for the purpose of breecithe
ellnatry hors orGerman -army.
is established
, in fifty-two countrlee and colonies
land preeehes the gospel in thirty. one
t languages.
The Salvation army
Foreman Bros.Noveity  Co. ,..orpo • .
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed,
Complete.machine shop.
132-124 N. Fourth St. 1-lhornea 787
W. P. Puttee. R. Rudy, P Puryear
President. Cashier. Assistant ambler.
CITIZENS' SAVINCtS BAN( -
In ... ted
Deplittal .-• • . • • • 671,7•11!8.11rR21111r 
Surplus  p 




Total enmity to depositors 
1121$0,000Accountic of individuals and firms frolicked. We appreciateomMI an well as large depositors and accord to all the sanecourteous treat meue
Interest PaidRon Time Deposits•
OP ICS SATURDAY NIGHTS PROW 7 TO NOCLOCK.
Third and Broadway
•
'TT11"Ttein V, tlefireT 1.
Pain in the
Hips and Groins
In most cases are direct results
cre WEAK KIDNEYS and IN-
FLAMMATION OF THE BLAD-
DER. The strain on the Kid-
neys and inflamed metubraues






Two doiese give relief, and
one box wil cure any ordinary
calm of Kidney or Bladder
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
Diabetes, Seminal Emissions,
Weak and Lame Back, Rheuma-
tism and all irregu!arities of the
Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 50
cents a 'box on the No Cure No
Pay basis by McPherson's drug
•store, Fourth and Broadway,
sole agents for Paducah, or sent
by mall upon receipt of price to
Lark Medicine Co., LouieVille,
K v
we like the girl that rides and
and shoots, the girl with lots of
lire;
The mannish girl, who shrilly hoots
at furbelowed attire.
But I'm old-fashioned, I'm afrssd,and
quite the times behind,
1'11 let you have the mannish maid.
Gimme the cuddley kind.
I'll take the girl with frills and
things, and heels unduly high;
The tieffy" girl that to you clings at
thoughts of danger nigh.
The mannish girl no doubt Is smart
-and lues a larilLant naiad;
ehe doesn't __vrin_sity heart.
Gimme the cutidley kind!
--Washington Herald.
A graduated rod, which rises and
fails with the bottom's variations, is
now used to chart rivers.
• Our own lives are roobed of sweet-
nee by bitter thoughts of others.
CONSTIPATION
• • yos over rise eters I Marered With e ron le coo.5155410e mid during this Mae I had to take setejeetion of warm water one* every 55 bones beforeI eould have so 5I 1o• no tar bowels. lispbtly I
Cameerete, nod today I ass a well meal.haring It,, tone 'Nen bsifoi.0 I used Cesearrts Imetered eabold misery with tueenret Innen. Thanks60 you I am free from an that, this morning. You
ea& use this is behalf of sellerlea humanity. '
ft F. Fisher. Soitmolie.
Itteermint, Pal iSel, le. Potent, Taste good, Do fined.▪ St a, Weaker! or Urine, lee. Me, 111e.
eotit to belt. Tbe genuine tablet stamped tIr.
Mame 110 cum or roar Mosey beet.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. flog
41INUAL SALE, TEI IRIAN BOXES
MEN AND WOMEN
I e Use Pig Id for immature
is I te ilischersres.ioississatioes
irritations er eleeraties
of Nue° u• therabrease
rs..... sai0e,s• gisigierisk, awl awl marts
ritIES CS:STA& C4. Net or enisonou• •
CaltdItiATI 0 Sold by Ibriagertoma,
r. i.e. or sear ,n plain enters
by *serer. PrNIP,14n. &
III .00...r Is leap.
EVANSVILLE. PA.DUCAH AND
CAIRO LINZ.
IlleasorrIlle sue Paducah Packs*
(Ineorporatoi)
(Daley Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John $
Hopkins, leave Paducah for grans
Nile and way landings at 11 a. in.
Special excursion rate now in ett
feet from Paducah to Evansville and




Leaves Pacirah for Ceiro and way
;endings at 8 a. m. sharps, daily, ex-
-Sept Sunday. Special excursion rates
bow In effeet from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or idea out meals
end room. Good music and table ue.
Itirpaseed
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler .General Pen. /gent, or
Given Fow:er, City Pam. Agent, at
Fow ler-C ru ba u gh & Co's. ease
flob pl(sios. Na. BB.





Leaves Paducah for Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m,
A. W. WRIGHT.... . ...... Shuster
EUGENE ROBINSON Clerk
"This. company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless eolleced
the clerk of the boat.
Special excurelonerairs from Pada-
eah to Waterloo. Are for the round
trip $8.0,0 . Leaves Paducah every
edneiday at 4 p m
THE LION- AND
THE MOUSE.
A.51.31111. By CHARLES KLEIN.
41 Story of 3n:triune Lilt Novelized From the Play by
zIRTHUR HORNBLOW.
COPYRIGHT, 1006. BY C. W. biLLINGHAM eOMPAMY.




the supre reward of virtueme 
the good American Is promised
a visit to Purls when lw diem.
Those, however, of our saga-
cious fellow countrymen who can af-
ford to wake the trip usually manage
to see Lutetia before crossing the river
Styx. Most Americans like Paris-
some like it so- well that they have
made it their permanent home-al-
tbougtr it must be added that in their
admiration they rarely inelude the
Freuchman. For that matter, we are
not as a nation particularly fond of
. .1.--1...,n1Me-IV C do'
net understand him. while the foreign-
er for his part is quite willing to re-
turn the complhuent. lie gives the
Yankee credit for commercial „smart-
ness, wheal has . built uo Atnerlea's
great material prosperity, but he has
the utmost contempt for our acquaint-
mem with Art and no profound respect
for us as seietersts.
The logic of this position, set forth in
Le Rohr in an article on the New
World, appealed strongly to Jefferson
ftydier as he sat In front of the Cafe
de la Paix In Paris, sipping a sugared
vermouth. It was 5 o'clock. theenagle
hour of the aperitif, when theekluiten
taxes his wits Iii deceive his stomach
IOW Work up an appetite for renewed
1
tie sit in trees of thc C tit Patx
in Parts.
gorging. The little tables were 111
occupied with the usual before dinner
crowd.
Fascinated by the gay scene around
him. Jefferson laid _the tigwirpaper
aside. To the young American. fresh
from prosaic money mad New York,
the City of Pleasure presented indeed
a novel and beautiful spectacle. How
different, he mused, from his own
city with one fueltionabie thorough-
fare --Fifth avenue -. monotonously
tilled fur tulles with hideous brown-
stone residences and showing little
real aelmation except during the
Saturday afternoon parade when the
activities of the smart met, male and
female, centered chiefly hi such ex-
citing diversions as going to littyler's
for soda, taking tee at the Waldorf
and trylhg to outdo each other in dress
and show. ew York sertanity_ Will a_
dull place with all its boasted cosmo-
politanism.
it Avast true, he thought, She- -foreigner
had treleed learned the seeret of enjoy-
ing life. There was assuredly some-
Ihing.eise in the world beyond mere
money getting. His father WKS a
Slave to It. but he would never be. Ile
was resolved on that. Yet, v.Ith all his
ideas of emancipation and progress.
Jefferson was a thoroughly practical
young man. lie fully understood the
rattle of money, and the possession of
it was as svfeet to him as---te- other
men. Only he would never soil his
soul in acquiring it dishonorably.
No, Jefferson was no fool: • He love
money for what pleasure. intellectual
peysical, it cauld give him, but he
would never allow money tn dominate
his !ife as his father bad dote.. His fa
-ther. he Anew well, was not a, happy
utan. neither happy himself nor re
epected by the Woriti. lie had toiled
all his life to deice his vast fortune
arid now he toiled to take care of it
The galley slave led a life of luxurious
ease compared with John Burkett Ry-
der. Batted by the yellow newspapers
and magazines, investigated by state
committees. dogged by process merc-
ers,. haunted by beggars, harassed by
blackmailers, threatened by kidnaper.,
frustrated in Albs attempts to bestow
charity by the cry "tainted money,"
certainly the lest of tho worlfri Must
man was far from being an enviable_one.
Thai is why Jefferson had resolved
to strike out for himself. He bad
warded off the golden yoke which his
fatber•proposed to put on his should-
ers, 'declining the lucrative position
made for him In the Empire Tradiug
company, and he had gone so fur as to
refuse also the private income his fa
ther offered TO settle on him. He
would ears his own living. A matt
who has his brenaLieultereti for him
seldom accomplishes anything, he bad
said. and, while his father had appear-
ed to be angry at ails OpPq opposition
to his will, be was meeretly isitneed at
his eon's grit. Jefferson wee therbirgh-
ly jn earnest. If &trees be he would
forego the great fortune that await
ed him rather than be forced hit
yee2tionable business. tuathods against
which his whole manhood revolted:
Jefferson it) der felt strongly about
these matters and gave them more
thought than would be expected of
most young men with his opportunt
that. In reef, he was unusually serious
foe his age, lie was not yet thirty,
but he had done a great dual of read-
ing, suit he took a keen interest lu all
the political and sociological questions
of the hour. In personal appearance
be was the type of man that both men
and yvotnen like-tall and athletic look-
ing. with smooth _face and 'dean cut
features. He bad the steel blue eyes
and dui tigh11oalaw-J4--1444-fa4hee--emet
wheu he smiled he displayed two even
rowastof very white teeth. lie was Pole
ular with men. citing manly, frank anti
cordi9 in his relations with them. awl
WssTuIu adtilred him griettly, although
they were somewhat Intimidated by
librAgrave and serious mauner. The
truth was that he was rather ditlident
with women, largely owing to lack of
experience with them.
He hail never felt the slightest In-
clination for business, lie hail the r-
'Untie temperament strongly devetoped.
and his personal tastes had little in
common with Wall street and its
feverish stock manipulating. When he
was younger he had dreamed of a liter-
ary or art career. Al one time he had
-even thought of going Ois the stage. but
It v.•-as SO -art that Le turned- finaliy:
From an early age be bad shown con-
siderable skill as a dr:MI:man, and
later a two years' course/It the Acade-
my of Desirn conviuved blot that this
was his true vocation. lie hqd begun
by Illuttetrug for the book publishers
and for4he IllairazInen, meeting at first
with the teteal rebuffs and dieapppoine-
meats; but, refusing to be discouraged.
he had kept on and soon the tide turn-
ed. His drawings began to be accept-
ed. They appeared first in one tit:tea-
time then le another, until one day, to
his great joy. he received an unser from
an importaut firm of publishers for six ,
wash drawings to be used in illustrat-
inga famous novel. This was the be-
ginning of his real success. His illus-
trations were talked about almost as
much as the book, and front that time
Oft everything was easy. He was in.
great dentield.by the publisher!, and
vew soon the yeung artist, who hail
begun his caswer of Independence on
nothing a year, so to speak, found illt11-
self in a lumilsoniely appointed studio
In Bryant park. with more Jrders cone
log in than he et)* possibly fill and
enjoying an income of little less than
$5,o00 a year. Thettioue,y was all the
sweeter to Tefferson in that he felt he
lied himself earned every cent of It.
This summer he was giving himself su
well deserved vacation, and he had
come to Europe partly to see Paris and
th other ire centers about which his
fçllow students at the academy raved.
ut principalleseaShough this he die
et neknowledge even to himself-- to
meet in Paris a. young woman In
whom he was more than ordinarily In-
terested-Shirley Rossruore. daeghter
of Judge Rossulore of the United
States supreme court. who'had come
abread to recuperate after the labors
on her new novel. "The American Oc-
topus," a book which was then the
talk of two hetalsPheres.
_ .Jefferson_ bed_ read half a _dezen re-
views of it In as many American pa-
pers that afternoon at. the New York
.11onsid'or reediest-mew in the Avenue
de !Opera, and he chuckled with glee
as he thottgbt how accurately this
young woman bad described his fa-
ther. The boolchad been published un-
aer the pseudonym "Shirley Green,"
and he alone had bt•I'll ,Rdwittid Into





We take pleasure in announc-
ing that vie-fibw have Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as. nearly every one now
knows, hut for use in the arts
and mechanics it is the moet
economical and satisfactory Cue
known.
Cheaper than wood alcoh41, It.
.also burns without any Of 1111
offensive odor, Neat time try
it in your chafing dish or oleo._
-hol heater; it will be a revela-
tion to you. Be sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it,
Both Phones 756.
Irre and bottle: 1 56' rebAte
for bottle.
25c 1 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
for bottle.
35c 2 pt and brittle; 10c rebate
for bottle.
S. IL WINSTEAD
hanipi Service on TeleOliale Orden.
" Seventh and Broadway,
all couoeded 'I left it With the- the/1k of •
the yea'r, and that it portrayed with
a pitiless pen the person:11U' of the
biggest finite In the commercial life
of America. "Although," wrote one
reviewer. "the leading character an the
book Is given another name, the/re eats
be no doubt that the author Intended
to give to the world a vivid pen portrait
of John Burkett Ryder. She has suc-
ceeded in presenting a remarkable
character study of the most remarka-
ble man of his time."
He was particularly pleased with the
rev ie w se net only feselelatielimatusuzies
salie, but also because his own vanity
was gratified. Had he not collabor-
ated on the book to the extent of ac-
quainting the author with details of
his father's life and his character-
istic% e-hit h no outsider could possi-
bly have learnee? There hail been no
disloyalty to his father in dung this.
Jefferson admired his father's smart-
ness, if he could at approve his
methods. He did not consider the book
an attack on his father, but rather a
powerfully written pen picture of an
extraordinary. matt.
The acquaintance of his son With the
daughter of Judge Rossmare had not
escaped the eagle eye of itytlesits-,
rud snitch tit the tittatneler's annoyance
and even consternation lie had aseer-
dlitled that Jefferson was a frequent
caller at the Rosintatre home. lie
---karntwat -To- the conclusion
that titbi -eosslit mean only one thing,
tml fearing what he termed "the con-
peivences of the insanity of immature
minds," he had sumnioned• Jefferson
Peremptorily to his preeetire. Ile told
his sou that all idea of marriage in
that quarter was (iut of the question
for two mantels: One was that Judge
Rosstuore was his most bitter enemy.
the other was that he had hoped to see
his son, his destined successer, marry
a woman of whom he. Ryder. Sr., could
approve. He knew of such woman,
one who would make it far mere de-
sirable mate than aiiss itossueire. He
alluded, of course; to Kate Roberts.
the pretty daughter of his old friend.
the senator. "The family interests
would henefit by this alliance, which
was desirable from every joint of
_
viJeeffw.erson hail ...listened respectfully
until his father-had. finishetiand then
grimly remarked that only one polut
of view had been overlooked- hite own.
He did not care for Miss ̀ Roberts; he
did not think she really eared for him.
The marriage was out of the queition.
Whereupon Ryder, Sr.. had fumed and
raged, declaring that Jefferson was op-
posing his will as he always did, and
ending with' the threat that if his son
married Shirley Itossmore without Me
consent be Avould disinherit blue
Jefferson was cogitating on these in-
cidents of the last few months when
suddenly a feminine voice which he
quickly recognized called out in -Eng-
lish:
"Hello! Mr. Ryder."
He looked up and saw two --ladies,
one young, the other middle aged, smil-
ing at him from an open nacre which
lind drawn up to the curb. Jefferson
}limped from hie twat, upsetting his
chair and startling two nerfianti
Ft-ern-Moen In his burry, anti hastened-
out, hat In hand.
"Why, altet Itossmore. what are yon
doing tint thriving?" he asked. "You
know you and Mrs. Rieke premised
to dine with me tonight.. I was com-
ing round to the hotel in n few mo-
ments."
Mrs. Rieke was a younger sister of
Shirlere'mother. Her husband had
died n few years previously, leaving
her a small Income, and when she bad-
heard of her niece's coutetnplated trip
to „Europe she had decided to come to
Paris to meet her and Incidentally to
chaperon her. The two women 'were
stopping at the Grand Hotel clove by,
while Jefferson had found necommoda-
tionm at the Athenee.
Shirley explained. Her aunt wanted
to go to the dressmaker's, and she her-
self was twist anxious to go to the
Luxembourg Gardens to hear the inn-
sic.- Would be take  _heri Then-they
could meet Mrs. Blake at the hotel at
7 o'clock and ,ell go to dinner. Was
be Wilting?
Mrs. Blake said she would get out
here. Her dressmaker Waft cheese by,
In the Rile Anber, Iiiid she would walk
back to- the hotel to nseet them at 7
terioek. Jefferson assisted her to
alight and escorted her as far as the
[torte eechere of the modistes, n couple
of doors away. When he returned to
the carriage, Shirley had aiready-tnid
the coachman where to go. He got in,
and the flitere started.
•'Now," said Shirley. "tell me what'
you have been doing with yourself all
day#
Jeffersen WWI busily arranging the
faded cal iblee rug about Shirley,
spending more time in the task per-
haps than was absolutely necessary,
anti she had to repeat the question.
"Doing?" he echoed, with a smile.
"I've been doing two things-waiting
impatiently for 7 o'clock and incidental-
ly reading the notiees of your hook."
(To be continued in next issue.)
The Peanut Trade.
Peanuts have,become an Important
article of American foreign corn-
!merce 11‘ the last six years, especially
on the import side in spite of the
fact that we' produce about 12,0'40.-
000 bushels a year. Peanpt Imports
;Novo-grown- la _value from $6.000 in
11904) to So0.000 this year. while our
exports thereof will approximate
$300,00.0, When this fiscal year
year closes we shall have to list pea-
nuts for nearly $1,.../0.0,004 of our
total foreign coMmeree for the year,
according to the bureau of statistics
of the department of commerce and
labor, •
1. The pearnt' acreage in this country
increased .130 per cent between 1891) private secretaries or confidential
clerks.
The 'fact -that the secretary had
preecritied such a rule for his own
centrated in a few. southern sates, guidance has be/Conte kniiwn reeently
Virginia supplying one-third of it, through his refusal to permit a wo-
Northe-Carolina Another •thlf-de•-eleew man stenographer to be detailed as
York Sun. - iclerk to a chtetof bureau. He Ps per-
Ifertly willing to have the stenograph-
The Evening Sun-10e, a week, ere take dictation from the chiefs of
FOR SENATI1
FOLK OF SIISSOVRI IS LAYING
tans PLANS, SAYS REPORT.
Kans.u. City Police Muddle and Other
Issues Part of Political
Program,
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 1.-Gov. J
W. Folk has begun the work of
building an airtight police machine in
this city, says political leaders. Folk
Is a candidate for the United States
senate; and the plans of his politic:it
managers_ contemplate police ma-
chines In 'Kansas City, St. Louie and
St. Joseph. Joseph Shannon is re-
garded as Folk's chief lieutenant
here. stio,
The first step in. nisptine building
was the removal of Pollee Commls-
sioner F. F. Rozzelle, after he re-
Need to vote to dismiss Chief John
'Hayes and other members of tau
force. In a statement to the press
Mr. Rozelle says he was instructed
Frsie tern _months,. 4440 44y -.wee*
up" the police department here be-
cause it , was unfriendly to the gov-
ernor. He promised to make change,
if the investigation ordered by thc
governor warranted his doing so
The investigation, he says, disprove 
contention of collusion be-
tween the chief and the disrepute-
blest, and Rozzelle declared Co the
governor that he would resign be-
fore voting to dismiss Hayes.-
"Nieetiixs. in St. lanais,
hot duaday, according to re-
ports current here, a meeting was
held in St. Louis between representa-
thee' of the governor, J. I: Heim, the
Kansas City brewer, and agents of
Tony :Deliver. at which an agree-
Went Is tiltTil to itSve been reached
whereby the amusement . parks et
This city are To -b -elleensi'd to lief:-
Intoxicating liquors in return for
brewery aid when Follee eandidac)
for the senate gets tinder full swat
PILES! PILES! PILES!
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will
cure Blind, Bleeding and Itching
Piles. It absorbs the tumors, al:aYs
Itching at once, acts as a poultice,
gives instant relief. Williams' Indian
Pile Ointment Is prepared for Piles
and itching of the privateeparts. Sold
by .druggists, mail 50c and $1.00.




('.ollinsville, 1. T., Aug. 1.-Seere-
tary McNabb, of the Oklahoma board
ot agriculture. who is touring the
proposed new state investigating hor-
ticultural and agricultural conditions
spent a day here last week driving
over the country. He said tat. In-
diana were revelation to him, inas-
much as they owned large, well-kept
orchards, and are. enthusiastic fruit
and berry growers, In dlaeusieng the
Cherokee Indiana and their aptitude
le this work, Mr. McNabb said:
"The real Indian is indeed a re-
markable person, when you 'consider
his rapid assimilation of the ways of
his exile face' brother. I found many
them not wile welt tnformed, but
enthusiastic on the subject- of bote
agriculture and horticulture. They
appear to have the upperhand of the
average white farmer in this country.
but I presume this is true largely he-
cause the) own their lands, and have
grown orchards for years past. They
are, as a class, very intelligent and
wide-awake to their best interests.
"I have no interest here except to
study general conclitio_mt_
Cherokees. I will state, however, that
Ilature. has done more fog_ abase
pie than the white man, hut they are
apt students and are fully abreast of
the times In every department of
human endeavor.
."I 'predict that within, five year
the Cherokee Nation will become fa
mous as a fruit and berry country.
Practically every Indian in this lo-
cality Is not only progressive, but an
Industrious citizen. I believe the pub-
lic will better appreciate the Imitates
when, it becomes better acquainted
with them and their manner of doing
things."
WILLIAMS' CARBOLIC SALVE
WITH ARNICA and WITCH HAZEL.
The best Salve in the world for
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Tettet; Chapped Hands, and
all skiff eruptions. It is guaranteed
to give satisfaction, or money re-
funded. Price 25c by Druggists.
WILLIAMS' M'F'G. CO., Props.,
Cleveland, 0.
ON We)N1EN TO -
l'Itt'A'K THE GOSSIP.
and 1900. There arr under cultiva-
tion now 517,0410 acres, producing
11,905,0410 bushels. The crop Is con-
Washington, Aug. 1.--Hereafter
women clerks of the department. of
agrieulture will not be permitted to
act as private secretaries oe confiden-
tial clerks of divisions or bureaus. "
Seeeretary Wilson has naeprejudice
against theit, but he deems it doe to
theta that not one of them be re-
quired to perform services that will
bring her into such relations with her
hief as to enable evikninded per-
sons to de any gossiping. He con -
alders It better for the good name of
the women employes in the depart-
ment service to make a rule that men




•y A weasels iseor• ;nese F./With. or I tiuornon4 Vial,: by MAIL
alaik keening, Ha nu Inge to ir.1vi: persons In (mon county. (,h.giyiug to  S h o rt li and, Pen. i attend a bytiness etdlitest,.wii.. it-Ill at teem
Man/1111p. Ai it.Litietle. Telegraphy,. ..,Letter A'LIF and semi ties notice ( mentioning tots
Wilting. Law, Mechanical Drawing, V.A.' paper) to Orauglion's Practical Bus. College:
pArsucAli, 31 I 131101,DWAY;
or Evaneville, Memphis or St. Louis.
AIN 
GRAYSON SPRINGS 1 KY.
Moat noted waters and baths in America
T Li; IDEAL FAMILY' F4E:8014T
Eleetrielighted, Stearn beatel, Capacity r100 guests.
No Mosquitoes, No Malaria, Twenty Distinct Springs
BATHS.-Sulphur, Mud, Vapor and J1,..s1sage.
AMUSEMENTS-Aram:Trig, Billiards, Tennis, Huuting.
Fishing.
Bates SI 19 11050 per wek. $15 Is 231.50 per watt *No um Is furies. Parties sell
Miens Weed MOM Top Ides if $6.40 do Ode Cettrai anomie
NIERCICE BROS., °NIERS AND MANAGERS GRAYSON SPRINGS, KY.
 LAKE BREEZES
C" be =1161 init/tViff liANITO
First-Class Only-Passenger r srvIcer Esoldslvely
hrtar.,a ('hi-ed". cherl, Hartatr Sprinin. •I14t
Mark i nee lalantt ....ariectiaay for betruit. lathati sad all 5:401,ara
1.1•111.14.1U ".
MISSOURI and ILLINOIS sooth
105 sIMS LINEN!, I I" A
11, F. CHI/SCH.& P. A. Northern Michigan Irans. Cu.. dhiC1190.
1
 BON AQUA SPRINGS
In the
TENNESSEE HIGHLANDS
Acerannuidat ions for 400 guests. Rates 417.01.1 per Week and upwards.
4s-page booklet sent on-reeing Of -
Dean iSt Walker, Managers
Bon Aqua, Tenn.
LA SE [Nit




S16..IUI V. nn the It
I...akes and travel VIA the large. •
ant MAI IltraMieni of .. ,
ti Line 1, our 'n-al tielort
N. .11 .. tir.iugli tickets • ee
f..i.cst. to all Great Lair, I.,
s.r: • !, nutni111,0 new si,anier
.0...MOLittd,00 will tie in ,
I let roil, and Cies A.A.Jil
iiesuiou
0 & C TIME TABLE
DIVISION MACKINAC OIVISION ,..0
10.10 PM. 1.r.to/inici Merreri. & •Se.rd•ri 4.3 0 A. It
arnere-Cley sod deillg  5.33 A. N. Ar...es4sei It I r• ....dor. 4 35 P.M.
Lewes Ctrs owed d*. Led:abet litried•re & %Currier 5.03 P. IA
Anise Sett .t daily 533 A. U. *WwIroorisri 114 F rar.derr rtrirsa.
Pear Trips sy. es s Nesenweema hie. IA&TrI.Mrsik y %AMIN Trips Weirton Detroit sma armload dense Jet end A Item JessIdea to ea undies bite UN C a T. Liu Ind opines 455 ores bib Sesosse Parra.,sad Toledo
a•Ila • t ,. ̂ est it•alp fee illustrated peatehist. Adams. L. D. feel,. N. T. /1... Detre& Ma •
DETS0 T & CLEVELAND NAV. CO. none ll. bombe. Fee. A.A. OW. 68.1
4111111111111111 
Indorsed by Business Men. Incorporated. 5300.000.00 Capita!
29 fellers in It States. jno. F. braurhon, ?re
Sale f J 
PRACTICAL BUSINESS
'lawn as the Up to Date Business Schools




bureaus, but he will not allow them
to be detailed -to Jill positions the
duties of which might require them
to remain after aorking hours or to
go to the homes of the chief to fluish
wrrk outside of °ince hours,
Two years ago, when there was a
scandal in the &pat-Went, the wo-
man who performed the dutiee et'
vale secretary for a bureau chieT
several years. was brought into a me'-
lonely altogether displeasing to th ,
secretary. Although he knew tha•
there was no foundation for the it-
SifllbiltiOflS against the woman, he hat
to keep quiet and merely hope that
tlt potorites would not spread •




Rates $l a Day. Everything 0
In. L I. Ladtau, F redeem
ILLINOIS CENTRAL 
CTRSION BULLETIN.
The following reduced rates
are announced:
Atlantic City, N. 3. --SP.'
Oa' excursion train 104 leaves
at 1:33 a. m., August 1, re-
turn limit August 115. Round
trip $23.70,
_ -
Niaxera Palls- Special ex-
cursion train 104 leaves at
August ill-, 444,04
four .days with an extension
of eight days, upon payment
of 25 cent,' additional. Round
trip $1 6.4 5.
Yours truly,
Jamestown, Va. - Exposi-
tion, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
S18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.,
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Bitiadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt Cite Ticket Cffiee
B. M. PRATHER, •
Agent Union De t
•
"Yon are coming to our wedding,
I hope?" "Oh, yes, both to the church
and to the breakfaet after_ward. It
ill help'to pass a whole day away."
-Sourire.•. •
Most of Spalit's intported
tomes_ from Portugal: I" 
t ho • 
NEW STATE HOTEL
METR4)P61.113, ILI..
D. .S. Bailey, Prop.
Ceded. and _best hotel In the city.
Rides $2.00. Tu.. large Kemple
peai Both rossrov. iblehts.








REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY,
Book Binding, Rank Work. Legal
end I Owner Wort a specialty.
LEE UNE STEAIERS
Round trip excureion, raters
from Paducah to Cincinnati,
St. Louis and Memphis, whicit
areas follows:
Paducah to Cincinnati and
 $11.00
St. Louis  7.50
_ .
Memphis  7.50




AND CURE THE LUNGS
WITH Dr. King's
New, Discovery
"OUCHS sere Woo_FOR NioOLDS Mat gene Fete














11.1S .iltI4IVE111 TO PitA(TLeE HIS
Plitre'ESSI()N HERE.
Former Superintendent of Hopkins-
ville Asylum and Member of
State Board of Control.
Dr. Milton Boavd, former superin-
tendent of the western district asy-
lum at Hopkinsville and now a 111PM-
Ler of the state board of control.
which has charge of all the state ho it
Outs, has arrived- in Paducah anW
will practise his profession in the
office with Dr. J. Q. Taylor in the
Columbia building. Dr. Board is liv.
log at the Palmer House. Mrs.
Board will arrive this fall, when Dr.
oard expects to purchase a home inrthis city. _,..
Dr. Board for four years was ,at
the head of tbe western district age-
Wm and when the new state board
of control was created he was one of
the members. Dr. Board will Wain
his residence in Breekindidge county
entll his term as state Democratic
oommitteeman from the Fourth dis-
trict expires. He Is a member of the
Democratic 'campaign committee.
representing the Purchase.
The duties of Dr. Beard's position
requires four days a month of his
time, the board of control visiting
each hospital once a month
IL tioelAN Wolthel) IN toAL MINK
elieeeserading a. it Mall and l'osiag
tieliser to Hu.1 end.
• 
as
W toeing!. er Pa.. L el ae Q ttee
railing as a man. working with her
*tie ben d 1eerat -nen ese eeltiee-leciefee
today was discovered to be Mrs. Susie
Foyle, when taken to a hospital suffer
lug from injuries sustained In a mine
aecIdent at Cecil. The woman; accord-
rng to her husaband. Steve Povie, had
been working with him three years.
Her coarse voice and cropped hairele-
'eeived alewhIle her strength .equalled
any of her male slay companions.
The woman's injuries are not serious,
The husband wit- arrested. .charged
with violatten of the law in employ-
ing female help in a mine. The wo-
man acted as Foyle's "helper" and
was paid by him.
To Iii' 1.:111441.
"What's the sign you're making
there" asked the meet-. •" 'Fri'eett Eggs ' " replied the new
clerk.
"I'm' Make it read Troth Laid
Eggs' while you're about it." •
"What fore! Everybody knows the
elm were fresh when -they were laid"
"Just so, and that's all it's Safe for
us to say about them "- -Catholic
Miller's little child has been ev.er •
itieek-- st-1tiVetter7
-A. Crouch, of Woodville, went to
Crawford lake.
.The Farmers' union will have a big
rally August 9 at the Hobbs crossing,
Ile miles east of Kevii.• We expect
one Of the grandest rallies ever held
In Mc('ratiken county.
Deputy Sherri? Clark Fortson was
with us Monday looking fresh and
fine,
Baxter Kuykendall is going to
build a porch In front of his dwelling.
and T. E. Haddoe is going to build a
tobacco barn.
Mr. Lee Massie is at home on a
few daysLvacation.
--- -
Fred Roth Is Coroner.
Mr. Fred Roth, of the Mattil-Efin-
ger CridertakIng company, Is coroner
today. Coeoner Frank-Taker went
to the country - to attend the annual
dinner given by Mr. Luntz Stevens,
residing fifteen miles from Paducah
-on the Blandvile road.
A man often finch himself
s mist e the f
M'001)%11.1.E.
SI GLE HANDED
PATROLMAN ARRESTS 1411.X' PRIS-
ONERS AT ONCE.
Jack Sander.: Break.. Up Disorder on
south Tenth street-In Police
teturt.
Patrolman Jack Sanders' arrested
efx colored men last night betWeee
II and 12 o'clock at 1109 Soute
Tenth street and brought them te
the city hall. The crowd was drink-
ing and boisterous and the noise at
tracted the attenion of the policomat.
several blocks away. This morning ,
in police court they were presented'
for dlisorderly conduct and three of
them -fined. Jack Washington, Blanch
Loruack and Rena Brown were tined
$20 end costs each and John Henry
Parks, Tom Bivens and Ed Drain
were dismissed.
Other 'cases: Murray Knight, for
breach' of peace, $15 and costs; An-
nie Bert Dixon, colored, false swear-
iug-, c minuet]: Ed Ferris, steeling a
'hammer front the JacksoP foundry,
held over; Frank Duncan, disord'eriy
conduct, $5 and costs; Gus Thomp-
son, breach of ordinance, continued;
Sarah Ross, disorderly house, con-
tinued; Lucy Sexton and 4Fuderson,
Inalleorality, continued; J. P. Rogers,
disorderly house, continued; Split ten
Hobbs, colored, disorderly conduct,
eontInued.
A i)EsTiturrn'E
Thrcatemel to Burn Out Niunicipei
Institutions-tine Killed.
! Peteburg. Aug. I.- A fire that_ Woodville,  Klee ...tug_ 4-4rhrearened to destroy the mimic,-
•nsttullnIt5 df-Thisy at Mar, .
sea, 12 miles from here, broke out
last night and at midnight was still
burning. It started in the laundry
of the main bueding. The administra-
tion building and hospital were de-
stroyed. Saneuel Means, an employe,
was killed by Milieu; walls. The
flames communicated to the Insane
pavilion, and police -and county de-
tectives were sent to assist the - at-
tendants. The 589 Inmates were herd
ad safely on the lawns. The-fire wlui
gotten- under control only after a
$25.000 loss was etestained.
Indian Women Murdered?
Ashland Yee Aug. 1. - The body
of _a Chippewa 1134;144t,-- -frir-
Mrs. Charies aims, Of the Red river
reservation e wet 'Med on the north-
western tracks here today. She was
been with anether squaw wanting
along the tracks after the circus last
evening, and. as her companion is
missing, foul play is feared.
Vienna has only thirty-nine inhabe
(ants per acre, the city ground corn-




Buggies, Harness, Saddles and Collars
1 One-hin u dred Buggies, one hundred- sets Harness, fiftydozen Collars, one hundred/Saddles, Bridles and StrapGoods*must be sold in thirty -days. No regards to cost.Call and examine this stock. Come early and get,choice.




VACATION time is here.
You will need traveling
re•inisites for your outing
whether yon go to the sea
shore, springs or mountains.
We are prepared to supply
your needs. lu our line you
will lad, --at price' -that
,interest you, a complete as-
sortmentof Wardrobe Trunks,
Steamer Trunks, especially
designed Ladies' and Gentle-
men's Trunks, Ladies' Hat
Trunks, Cowhide and Japan-
ese Matting Suit Cases, as
well as the popular tixford
Traveling Bags..
Trunks $2..50 to Si&
Suit Cases 11.50 to $25.
Trawling Bagl to i_k),




Lake Superior's Water Merest.
The water in Lake Superior ha the
purest In the Great Lakes, according
to tests by Ole government. Lake
Erie contains the largest percentage
of Incrustants.
The analysis show that the water-
hold in solution varying (petite'
of calcium and magnesium , e•
peutide, eilich, from their teetdency
to form scale or incrustations on boil-
ers, are called incrustaets. Named
In the order of the total content of
incrustants, beginning with the low-
est, the lakes ra k as follows: Su-
perior. • liurr;n 'Michigan. Ontario.
Erie. The Øtert. of Lake Michigan
and Lake,Jeuron are nearly identical
in qualitl, and the same may be said
of those of Lakes Ontario and Erie,
Lake Superior, however, carries just
out half the amount of incrustants
borne by the other lakes:,
• The reason 'or this variation is
found in the geological formation that
surrounds the lakes. The streams
flowing into Lake Superior drain
areas composed chiefly of crest-aline
roeks. which yield scant quantities of
mineral matter to waters flowing
through them
Lake Erie is high In incrustants
because it receives - not only the
waters of Lakes Michigan and Huron
but the drainage from immense areas
of sedimentary rocks in Indiana and
Ohio and the Protince of Ontario -
Cleveland Plain-Dealer.
Illineie elan le Bandit.
Butte, ewe.. Aug. I.-George
TO-e'er, rrested for complicity in the
hold up of the Northern Pacific train
on May 7, when Engineer Clow was
killed, confessed. He implicated
three other men. Tower is 22 years
of age and says his parents reside in
Galesbnrie
And then there is the Iman who
doesn't make up Ms mind to seg_at
the horse until after the stable door
ie let: 1 --Puck.
1f WO ENGINES EXPIA)DED
1Al' Melee, TENN.
Four Dead, Mlle Injured and One
Missing, and Damage of .1bout
150.0eio.
Milan, Tenn., Aug. 1.-The tire
,hich followed the wreck at Seim
Sree and a half iniles south of Milan
etturclity night, continued to burn
eroughout today and little progress,
any, has been made towards clear-
away the two demolished mi-
mes, together with the mas of coal
,rid banana cars, which were_ ignited
eintediately after the wreck occur-
, d. There is no way of securing wa-
r at Sitka and in- consequence the
ainmen and onlookers had to stand
teently by and await the fire's
.uning its course.
The cease of the wreck was a
.0et peculiar one.  Eneelse 694.;
as standing on the siding, waiting
for engine s0-1, and when the latter
engine got immediately opposite the
engine on the skiing it exploded with
the result that both engines were
hurled to the side of the rails in a
mass and the cars were piled upon
them. Fragments of the engine
ehich 'exploded were picked up later
leidreds of yards from the scene.
The loss to the railroad company
estimated all the way from ;leo,
to $20454,0410.
The dead are: Sam Malloy, en-
eieer of 804; Bob Pearson, colored
eenan of e04, scalded to death;
% ill Guy, head brakeman -of 804;
o tramps,.eames unknown, buried
rider the wreckage. . _
fhjureed-: A. Beesife, engineer o
,e, wounds on head, will recover; J
Dennis. negro fireman of Glee,
eminds on head and body will recov-
two white trainmen, names un-
own, badly bruised; five" tree
_anise unknown, 'one will Betel)
lothers badly 'hurt.
• Missing: Head brakeman of south
bound, name unknown, body sup-
posedly under debris.
jetted
DinkJe-Say. 1 waet to tell-you some
thing my little boy got off yesterday.
Buffer-Alit it OM, old man. I've
heard it before. My bey got it off a
week age.'
TRUSS HEAD OF HOUSE TO Itol-e'
Burglar.. Tie Up %Inn anti Throe Him
Into Kittle-re
SheebeviAe, Ind.. Aeg. 1 -Two
masked robbers entered the home
of James M. Brown, retired lumber
dealer. between 3 and 4 o'clock this
morning, and ransacked the house,
after tying Brown and throwing him
into the kite-hen. Pr•OWIt, while try-
ing to get up, knocked over. some
tinware, and the noise awakened his
wife and daughter 'and frightened
the robbers away. Mrs. Brown and
her daughter rah alto the "kitchen
and found Brown almost choked to
death. The thieves in their flight








IUST at this season of the year
J when stocks are low, and
nearly everything in the summer
line is selling at a big reduction,
i
it's hard to gather many things
that will be of a greater special
than what they are already
marked, but, we have secured a c
... 
;
few things that will be sold Fri-
day at a remarkable reduction.
HERE ARE A FEW FOR FRI.,
t









5 50zen Cliamoiaa -Moves washable) in whiteand tan. Just the proper things to wear ofmorning and on outings. They are $1 00values; we will sell Friday and Satur-
day at, per pair ......
HOSIERY
1 lot of Lace Hose, a good variety of patterns
and good fast black, standard make, regu-lar 25e goods, will be sold Friday aud 50cSaturday 3 pair for
LADIES' VESTS
1 lot of Silk Lisle Vests in pink, blue, laven-
der and white, nice new goods, a regular
*1.00 value, Friday' and Saturday
each _  .... 59c
SHIRT WAISTS
lot of Shirt Waists, a good quality of lawn,
nierly made and prettily trimmed; our ro'•o-
lar 50e quality, Friday and Saturday, 35ceach
SWISS '
1 piece of Embroidered Swiss for waists anddresses, a veay elaborate pattern and fineFrench goods; a regular $1 piece, %ill 49cbe sold Friday and, Saturday, yard
LAWNS
2 lets Or Lawn, pretty patterns, all good
fresh stock, for dresses, etc., including somevery nice pieces of high price goods, in fact
our entire stock of lawns will be divided into
2 lots and sold Friday and Saturday





TOMORROW IS HARBOUR'S TWENTY=EIGHTH FRIDAY BARGAIN SALEThis sale
Stylish
Oxfords
Women's n w, Farce
awlitard-tó:get Golden-
Brown Oxfords are here
$3.00 and $3.50
a pair,
A great August bargain
sale of wcmen's,
dren's and men's slip-
pers and oxfords at the
biggest price reductions
of the year is now On
here. :





A 39c clearing of untrimmed Hate,
A big table full, assorted shapes, the,
season's newest shapes, the- early'
ie.-aeon's pTheres-Ti on these shapes
ranged from 7ec to $2.0.0 each. Choice
tomorrow, Priem,. for 39c
- -fete White wed -nnit-it Sill-ore,- A
temple lot Friday for 25e each.
MI trimmed Hats priced speciallylow for Friday altd Saturday.
SKIRTI4 SACRIFICED TOMORROW.Choice of a bunch of $4 and $5
Skirts for $2.e0.
Choice of a bunch of $5,50 to $6.511
Skirts for $3.85.
Choice of a bunch of $7.541, MA
and $10 Skirts for $5.4)0,
Ladles Tailored Suits in the new-
est spring and eureiner styles at half
price and less: $e. $7. $9 end $1 3,that were bought to sell -at $10, $14.
$18 and.112e ce h
Women's $1.'40 Covert Skirts 59c
Bunch of $1.25 white Skirts 95c.
Bunch or $2 white Skirts $1.54)..
Bunch ot Wash Suits at $2.75 and
13.50, worth double.
WOMEN'S pliETTI" WAISTS.
65e values for 49.e,
$1 and $L25_valuea tor 69c.
11.5.0 values for 95e.
$2.00 values for $1.26-.-
2275 and $3.00 values for $1.95.
$3.50 and 84.00 values for $2.95
$5.00 and $6.140 values for $3.90.
$5.041 Pongee Bilk Coats $2.50.
PRICES DOWN ON MINS.
GOODS,•
15c. takes 25e Dress Goods.
23c takes 33c Dress Goods.
*Sc takes 50c Dress Goods.
47e takes Bee Dress Goods. • e
G5c. takes $1.M0 Dress Goods.
79e takes $1.25 Dress Goods.
96c takes $1.25 Black and Colored
yard wide Taffeta Mika.
7'.3c a yard takes $1.06 yard wide
Taffetas Gm waist lengths.
China Silks away under 'regular
prices.
Long Gloves, Fans, Handkerchiefs
Belts, Collars, Side and Back CoMbs,
Hose Supporters and other summer
iteedftris at special erreteirtomeilitote
Friday.
-MUSLIN UNDLItWEA-R
On tables with Friday Bargain
Prices. -
Hose-Gauze Summer l'nderwear
and Girdle Corsets al carry Firiday
bargain prices tomorrow.
Sc Lawns 3 1Ise,
Sc and lee Lains c.
15c Organdies 71/2e.
20e Organdies 9c. .
35e "Pure Irish Linens 36 Inches
wide, 19c tomorrow, Friday.
12%c Gingham valuet,141e.
15c Percale values 12%e.
12 '4c. Crash values 10c.
MEN'S AND BOYS' FRIDAY
e SPECIALS.
Another bunch of Men't --Straw
liars for 39c each.
75c Men's Straw Hats 46c.
$leep Men's Straw Hats' forAtIc.
$1.50 Men's Straw Hats for 97e. _
- Another bunch of Metes 50c Shirts
for 39c each.
Bunch Men's $1.00 Shirts for Gile.
Bunch of _Men's 10c Colliers for Sc
Bunch of $4.00 Leather Suit Cases
at $2.98 tomorrow, Friday.
Boys' 25e washable Knee Pants.
15c and 18c tomorrow, Friday.
-One-fourth off on ill Boys' wash-
able Suits.
$2.00 Suits $1.e0; $3.0e) Suits,
$2.2e.
ALL SLIPPERS AND s0X4e0141)1.1.4
SACRIFICED; .
Nowhere else it Paducah can such
Slippers and Oxfords be bought at
our prices.. .
Children's and Misses' White Can-
vas Oxfords worth 65c, 75e and 85e,
all sizes, at 50c a pair.
Children's and Misses Black Kid
Oxfords worth efii, all sizes, 56e a
pele
_ - -
A great sale of Women's Misses'
and Children's odds and ' ends In
Shoes'and Slippere at Half Price and
'less. When you want to see odds
and ends, ask to see tins and ends.
A great sale of Women's and
Misses White and Colored Canvas
Viet Kid and Patent Kid Oxfords and
Puttee,.
$1.0e kind 75c a pair.
$1.25 kind $1.00 a pair.
$1.50 kind $1.2e)
$2.04) kind $1..50 a pale
$3.541 kind $2.00 a Pair.
e3.50 kind $2.75 a pair.
$2.00 Men's. Oxfords $1
$250. Men's Oxfords $1.95.
Harbour's Departrrient*Store
$3.00 Men's Oxfords $2.40.
.$3.50 Men's Oxf9rde112.75
$4.e0 Men's Oxfords Mee
$5.00 Men's Oxfords $3.95.
. GROCERY DEPARTMENT.
Friday and Saturday_ Specigle„,,_ _
171-TUSCLEglii Brown Sugar ... $1.00
100 Ms, Granulated Sugar ... $5.25
lbs. 20c Green Coffee  $1.410
2 pkgs. Grape Nuts -25e,
Fresh Eggs, per dozen  1,5e.
Three pkgs. Force  25e
24 lb. Choice Flour .  Sc
1 lb. Baking Powder  Sc8 bars Star Laundry Soap  25c
I gallon can nice Sirup  35e
15e Coal Oil, per gallon  12e
2 pkgs. Shredded Cocoanut  
7 boxes eSarchlight Matches   25c1 lb. Green Powdered Tea  46e4 OTC Gold Dust  15c1 doz. quart Fruit Jars  4 ecI doz. 'half gallon Fruit Jars   69cI doe. Jelly- Gleam* e 19-c.
North Third Street
JUST OFF BROADWAY
INt
-4
